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IKTRODUCTIOW 
It has long been recognized "by geologists that local 
deep accumilations of loess oriented in a northwest-southeast 
direction occur on the northeast Imaxi drift plain. Earlier 
investigators reported that these accumulations of loess, 
called paha (27)*, are present in many counties in northeast 
Iowa, 
The soils derived from loess on the paha were originally 
mapped as members of the Clinton, Payette and Tama series. 
Preliminary observations in the field indicated that the 
soils on the paha should perhaps not be classified with the 
soils of the Clinton, Fayette or Tama series. 
Studies by Hutton (20) and Ulrich (66) in southwest Iowa, 
Hunter (19) in southeast Iowa, and Smith (^ -7) in Illinois 
show that soils derived from one source of loess tend to have 
characteristics peculiar to that particular loess, its thick­
ness and distribution pattern, 
Ulrich (66) concluded for Vj'^ senboden and Planosols in 
southwestern Iowa that as the loess thinned the volume weight 
increased, porosity and permeability decreased, and the 
N^umbers in parenthesis refer to Literature Cited. 
degree of horizon differentiation increased, Hutton (20) 
studying the relationship of loess distribution and soil for­
mation in southwestern Iowa, found that thickness of loess 
was related to the morphology of the soil profile and to 
physical and chemical properties of certain Brunlgra** soils. 
Changes in Brunigra soils in southeastern Iowa developed from 
thinning loess were attributed by Hunter (19) to time of 
weathering and variations in parent material. From the 
studies of these investigators certain morphological, physi­
cal and chemical characteristics were found for established 
soil series and a clearer understanding was obtained of the 
genesis of the soils. The soils on the paha may be evaluated 
and compared to soils which have already been studied through 
the use of similar techniques of investigation. 
The studies reported herein were undertaken to clarify 
the classification of the soils on the paha. It is hoped 
that this study will reveal whether new series should be 
established for these soils on the paha, or whether they 
should be Included with soil series already established in 
Iowa or elsewhere. It is also hoped that a better under­
standing will be obtained of the paha in general and of the 
morphology, genesis and characteristics of the soils which 
occur upon them. 
Formerly called Prairie soils. 
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HISTORICAL 
Classification of Soils on the Paha of the 
Northeast lovan Drift Plain 
Field and laboratory investigations in recent years 
have provided information concerning the physical and chemi­
cal properties of soils. On the "basis of additional physi­
cal and chemical information now available many revisions 
have been made of soil series established in earlier surveys. 
The soils on paha were occasionally designated as being dif­
ferent than the Tama, Clinton or Fayette series. Before the 
Tama series was established some of the soils on the paha 
developed under grass vegetation were designated as Musca­
tine silt loam (51). In some Instances the soils on the 
paha were mapped as Carrington silt loam or Shelby silt 
loam. Perhaps the presence of coarse sand grains which 
occasionally occur within the soil led some of the earlier 
surveyors to classify these soils with soils derived from 
glacial drift. However, in the majority of Instances the 
soils of those paha which are recognizable on the soil sur­
vey maps are Included in the Tama, Clinton or Fayette 
series. A brief review of the concepts of soils which have 
been mapped on the paha of northeast lovra follows: 
Tama Series 
In 1917 the Tama series was established In Blackhawk 
County, Iowa, and subsequently has been mapped In Iowa, 
Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska and Wisconsin (67). 
As described by Stevenson and Brown (52) the Tama 
series in northeast Iowa was developed from loess under the 
influence of an annual rainfall of about 35 inches, a 
prairie vegetation, primarily bluestem (67), and on undu­
lating to rolling topography with good drainage. The sur­
face soil was described as being a dark brown to black silt 
loam about 10 to 12 inches thick which graded into a lighter 
brown friable sllty clay loam. 
The principal features of the Tama series were listed 
by Brown (11) as follows: 1« a dark grayish~brown to dark 
brown friable silt loam surface about 13 Inches thick, 
2, a brown to dark brown heavy silt loam sub-surface layer 
about 6 inches thick, 3* a yellowish-brown to light brown 
silt loam subsoil 5 inches thick, and a yellowish-brown 
to brown friable sllty clay loam subsoil 13 inches thick, 
Riecken and Smith (36) presently designate the Tama 
series in Iowa as being somewhat more restricted in several 
profile properties and geographic range as compared to the 
range given by Brown. They define the Tama soils as being 
developed from loess under a prairie vegetation on rounded 
ridgetops and slopes which range from about 2 to 15 percent* 
The surface soil is dark brovm to a depth of 9 to 1^  inches 
with a yellowish brown, friable silty clay loam and moder­
ately permeable B horizon. For the Tama series the B hori­
zon ranges from about 23 percent 2 micron clay in some 
profiles to as much as 35 percent in others. Mottling due 
to soil-forming processes are not found in the solm. 
According to the definition of the Tama series by Brown (11), 
the Tama series was also mapped in counties such as Adair 
and Washington, but Riecken and Smith (36) have included the 
Tama of these counties within the range of the Sharpsburg 
and Otley series, respectively. As defined by Riecken and 
Smith, the Tama series in Iowa would be expected to occur 
principally or almost exclusively in the Tama-Downs and Tama-
Muscatine soil association areas as shovm in Figure 1, 
Clinton Series 
The Clinton series was established in I916 in Ringgold 
County, Iowa, and has been mapped in extensive areas in Wis­
consin, Minnesota, Illinois, Iowa and Missouri (67), 
As described by Stevenson and Brown (55) the Clinton 
series in northeastern lov/a was developed from loess under 
the influence of an annual rainfall of about 30 to 37 inches 
and under a forest vegetation, consisting primarily of 
white and red oak, hickory, elm, vmlnut, basswood and hard 
Tscw/ 
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maple, on gently to sharply rolling topography with good 
drainage. The surface soil was described as being a light 
grayish-brown or dull gray, slightly compact silt loam about 
8 to 10 inches thick which graded into a light brown to buff 
colored silt loam subsoil. 
Brown (11) described the Clinton series in eastern Iowa 
as having principally the following features: 1. a grayish 
brown to buff colored silt loara surface 10 inches thick, 
2. a yellowish buff colored to ashy gray heavy silt loam 
lower surface layer from 2 to 6 Inches thick, 3* a light 
brown to yellowish-brown silty clay loam subsurface layer 
varying in thickness from 12 to 18 inches, and h, a yellowish-
brown compact tough silty clay loam subsoil occurring to an 
average depth of 3^  inches. 
Originally the Clinton soils were defined as having a 
distinct set of characteristics differing from those of the 
Fayette soils# However, both soils were widely recognized 
and mapped, eventually losing their original identity in 
northeastern Io\m. Field and laboratory studies in recent 
years have shown that the name Fayette was used in some 
counties for soils which were called Clinton in other 
counties. At other times the Clinton name was applied to 
soils having a silty clay loam or silty clay B horizon while 
the name Fayette was reserved for soils with a heavy silt 
8-
loam or light silty clay loam B horizon. The characteris­
tics of the Payette and Clinton soils with respect to parent 
material, climate and degree of illuviation were also poorly 
defined. 
Due to the confusion concerning the correlation of Clin­
ton and Fayette soils, a cooperative field and laboratory 
study of the loess-derived soils of the Upper Mississippi 
Valley was inaugurated "between several States and the United 
States Department of Agriculture. As a result of the study 
the Clinton and Fayette series were redefined, 
Riecken and Smith (36) currently designate the Clinton 
soils as "being developed from loess under a forest vegeta­
tion on narrow rounded ridges and on the gentler slopes bor­
dering the breaks of the broad ridges. The surface soil is 
a light brownish gray silt loam, and the B horizon is a 
mottled yellowish brown slowly permeable silty clay loam. 
The clay content of the Clinton subsoil ranges from about 
3? percent in some profiles to hO percent in others. Natural 
drainage of the Clinton soil is adequate for cropping. The 
Clinton series has been redefined as occurring almost ex­
clusively in the Clinton-Lindley soil association areas as 
shown in Figure 1, 
Fayette Series 
The Payette series was established in Fayette Coiinty, 
Iowa, in 1919 and has since been mapped in loi^ ra, Illinois| 
Minnesota and Wisconsin. According to Stevenson and Brovm 
(59) the Fayette series in eastern lovra was developed from 
loess under a forest vegetation comparable to that under 
which the Clinton soils developed. The topography of the 
soils was stated as being rolling or sloping with good 
drainage# Rainfall in the region of the Fayette soils 
varies from 32 to 36 inches (68). Tlie surface soil was des­
cribed as a light brown to light grayish brown friable silt 
loam to a depth of 8 to 10 inches. The subsoil was a light 
brown compact friable silt loam which graded into a lighter 
colored silt loam at a depth of 18 to 20 inches. 
Brown (11) described the Fayette series of eastern Iowa 
as having primarily the following features; 1. a grayish 
brown smooth silt loam to a depth of 8 inches, 2. a yellowish-
brown heavy silt loam to silty clay loam sub-surface to a 
depth of 19 inches, 3. a light yellowish bro\m to yellow 
silty clay loam subsoil to a depth of 30 inches. 
Riecken and Smith (36) presently designate the Fayette 
soils as being developed from loess under a forest vegeta­
tion on ridgetops and adjacent slopes varying from 2 to 20 
percent. The surface is a light brownish gray silt loam 
-10-11-
to 6 Inches in depth. The B horizon is a yellowish brown 
light silty clay loam which ranges from about 28 to 35 per­
cent clay. The Fayette series has been restricted more or 
less in Iowa to the Fayette, and Fayette, Dubuque, Stony 
land soil association areas as shown in Figure 1. 
Formation of Soils on the Paha 
The paha considered in this study are located on the 
lowan drift plain of northeastern Iowa. Throughout their 
range of distribution on the drift plain the climate is 
rather uniform with an average annual precipitation of about 
30 to 36 inches (68). Seasonal temperatures show only 
slight differences between the extremities of the area. The 
greatest difference in average frost-free period between 
the north and south parts of the area is a matter of only 15 
days. Climate, therefore, is not an important cause of dif­
ferences among the soils of the paha. As the soils of the 
adjacent lowan glacial drift plain occur in the same area 
as the paha, no differences would be expected between soils 
of the paha and the drift-derived soils due to climate. 
Time can be considered unimportant in causing differ­
ences between the soils of the paha as the paha are of the 
•-12"" 
same age. Then too the soils of the adjacent drift plain 
are approximately the same age as the paha and, consequently, 
time should cause little or no difference between the drift-
derived soils and the soils of the paha. 
Topography might be expected to cause minor differences 
between the soils on the paha. The paha have rather steep 
slopes and narrov; ridgetops. Local differences in slopes 
undoubtedly cause some differences between soils on the paiia. 
In general the slopes of the soils on the lowan drift plain 
are more gentle than the slopes of the soils of the paha. 
However, the topography of some areas of loi^ an drift is quite 
similar to that of the paha. As similar slopes in the lowan 
drift area and the paha areas do not have similar soils, 
topography can be considered unimportant in causing differ­
ences between soils of the paha and soils of the adjacent 
lowan drift plain. 
The effect of vegetation, other factors being similar, 
is evidenced in the morphology of soils on the paha. Those 
soils on the paha which developed under a vegetation of trees 
have characteristics of the Gray Brown Podzolic soils, where­
as those developed under a grass vegetation have character­
istics of the Brunigra soils. The soils on the lowan drift 
plain adjacent to the paha were derived under a grass vegeta­
tion, Many soils on the paha were also derived under a 
13-
grass vegetation, yet differ from soils derived from lowan 
drift. Therefore, differences due to vegetation "between 
these soils and soils on the paha would be caused only when 
the soils on the paha were derived under a vegetation of 
trees• 
The loess of the paha does not appear to be as homo­
geneous as loess from other sources. Thus differences in 
parent material of the paha could result in the formation 
of different soils on any one paha or between paha. The 
loess parent material of the soils on the paha, although 
somev7hat heterogeneous, is considerably more uniform than 
the glacial till parent material of soils adjacent to the 
paha. Parent material, then, is thought to be important 
also in causing differences between the soils of the paha 
and the soils of the lowan drift plain. 
An understanding of the parent material of the soils 
on the paha is necessary to explain some of the character­
istics of the different soils. The factors which affect 
the parent material of these soils, such as mode of deposi­
tion, climate during deposition and time of deposition should 
be considered in detail. The proper diagnosis of the parent 
material may help provide a basis for correct evaluation of 
the place of the soils on the paha in our present system of 
classification. The sand very infrequently forind in small 
areas on some paha Is considered extraneous to this study. 
Mode of Loess Deposition 
In 1870 Rlchthofen first suggested the eollan origin of 
the loess deposits of (3hina. He concluded the deposits were 
eollan and not aqueous In origin chiefly because of the 
varying altitudes of the loess deposits, the lack of strati­
fication, the occurrence of land fauna fossils, the presence 
of root marks, and the supply source in the vast desert 
areas to the west of China, 
The eollan origin of loess was not accepted by Todd (63). 
He and his fellow geologists of the time vigorously objected 
to Rlchthofen's hypothesis. Todd proposed a huge Lake 
Missouri, which would cover all of the present loess area, 
in which the loess was deposited. Varying levels of the 
lake were postulated as accounting for the varying altitudes 
of loess deposits and the lamination and stratification 
v/hlch was found in some loess deposits. Root marks were 
found but were attributed to deep rooted modern plants. Only 
seml-aquatlc and aquatic shells were reported to occur in 
the loess. 
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Shiraek (Hj?) objected to the aqueous concept of loess 
deposition by Todd on the basis of the wide prevalence within 
the loess of the shells of terrestrial animals. After more 
than 50 years of observation and field study, Shimek re­
ported that the fossil fauna which had been identified as 
aquatic were terrestrial in habitat. He attributed the 
misinformation regarding the fossil fauna to a lack of 
first-hand knovrledge of the habits and character of the 
fauna. The vast numbers of fresh water shells reported by 
previous workers in the loess, according to Shimek, were 
actually missing in loess deposits or very rare. References 
to aquatic fossils and their abundance in the loess were ex­
aggerated greatly and in many cases completely in error, 
A study from a locality in Nebraska revealed 1972 terres­
trial fossils out of a total of 213O fossils. Some of the 
terrestrial fossils included species with descendents in 
Iowa and Nebraska at the present time, 
Shimek states he ascribed the origin of loess as 
eolian as early as I890 before reading Richthofen'a paper. 
In 1896 Shimek also v/rote another paper in support of the 
eolian theory of the origin of loess. In I897 Chamberlin 
(1?) supported the eolian theory, but it was a modified 
fluvio-eolian hypothesis. The fluvio agent was silty 
glacial flood waters which overflowed their channels and 
-16-
deposited vast mud flats. The eolian agent, predominantly 
west and northwest winds, picked up loess materials from 
these md flats upon drying and before vegetation became 
established. Chamberlin contended that the elevated topo­
graphic position of the loess, the abundance of terrestrial 
fossils and coniferous wood fossils, and the enormous laiovm 
loess deposits militated against the theory that narrow 
glacial river flood plains could furnish the supply of loess. 
Currently, the operation of the fluvio-eoliati mechanism pro­
posed by Chamberlin is credited with the loess deposits of 
this region. 
Climate During Loess Deposition 
Shimek (^ -3, 5^) concluded from comparison of loess 
fossils with modern species, that the climate during loess 
deposition was not greatly unlike that of today. He indi­
cated that the depauperation of the fossil fauna was more 
likely due to increased aridity than increased frigidty. 
During loess deposition in Peorian time, Kay and Graham (22) 
concluded that the fossil fauna and flora indicated an in­
creasingly arid climate. This resulted in a gradual encroach­
-17-
ment and displacement of the forest vegetation by the prairie 
vegetation. 
Baker (7) agrees with Shimek's conclusions that the 
climate during loess deposition was similar to the present 
climate in the same region# 
Age of Loess Deposits 
The period during which loess was deposited was called 
Peorian originally by Leverett (26) in I898, He applied the 
term to the weathered zone at the contact between the lowan 
loess and the Shelbyville till in Illinois» There was evi­
dence of an interval of weathering in an exposure, the Farm 
Creek Section, east of Peoria, Illinois. Here it was evi­
dent that there had been weathering since the loess was 
deposited, correlated with the time of the lowan till, and 
the advent of the Shelbyville till sheet, which appeared to 
be the earliest of the V/isconsin series. This interval was 
designated as the Peorian interglacial interval, 
Kay and Graham (22) report that Shimek presented evi­
dence in support of the interpretation that the loess which 
was being called lowan loess was not aqueous in origin but 
eolian. The fossils in the loess indicated that the loess 
-18-
was not glacial in age but was deposited after the retreat 
of the lowan ice sheet. Therefore, it was deposited in an 
interglacial period. After general acceptance of the eolian 
theory the loess was interpreted to be different in age than 
the lowan drift, but younger than the Iowa glacial drift. 
The loess began to be called Peorian loess then, because it 
had been deposited in the interglacial interval between the 
Iov;an and Wisconsin glacial ages. Although this was not the 
original meaning given to the Peorian by Leverett, it was 
generally accepted for both the period of deposition and the 
time of weathering of the loess, Leighton (25) concluded 
in 1931 that the lowan glaciation should not be considered 
a separate glaciation but rather a substage of the Wisconsin 
glaciation. 
In 1933, Kay and Leighton (23) stated that the name 
Peorian would continue to be used in Iowa for the loess on 
the lowan drift and around its margin, and the loess buried 
by Mankato drift. In Illinois they designate the Peorian 
loess as the loess overlying the Late Sangamon loess outside 
of the Tazewell drift. Beneath the Tazewell drift, the 
underlying loess was called lowan and the overlying loess 
on the Tazewell was called Tazewell loess. Exterior to the 
Tazewell drift the two loesses are inseparable and together 
comprise the Peorian loess. 
19-
In 19^ 1> Kay and Graham (22) interpreted the Peorian 
interval in Iowa to be an intraglacial subage, rather than 
a short interglacial age. The Peorian interval included the 
time of deposition of the loess now interpreted as lowan and 
the weathering interval until the advent of the Mankato ice. 
It was speculated that investigation in the future might re­
veal that the upper part of the Peorian loess might be as 
young as the Tazewell loess. 
Because the loess of the lowan drift region did not 
acc\imulate in only one period, the term Peorian is not appli­
cable to the composite loess. The loess of the lowan drift 
region may contain lowan, Tazewell, Gary and Mankato depo­
sits. Therefore, Ruhe (37) has used a modified nomencla­
ture to supplant the term Peorian. Where no stratigraphic 
division is apparent he named superficial loess deposits in 
the various drift regions as followss in the Kansas drift 
region the loess is Wisconsin or substage equivalents 5 in 
the lowan drift region the loess is lowan and post-Iowan; 
in the Tazewell drift region the loess is Tazewell and 
post-TazewellJ in the Gary drift region the loess is Gary 
and post-Gary; and in the Mankato drift region the loess 
is Mankato and post-Mankato. 
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Lodgement Factors Affecting Loess Depth 
In studying loess thickness Smith (^ 7) points out that 
the loess depth at any point is the resultant of t^ '/o sets 
of forces, those of deposition and those of removal. If the 
loess were deposited on a bare surface with no vegetation, 
it could have again been picked up by the wind and redeposited 
elsewhere. Smith observed in Illinois that areas which may 
have had little or no vegetation during loess deposition, 
usually are thinly covered with loess. Shallow lakes re­
cently drained showed the loess to be thinner than on higher 
ground. Areas covered by fine textured, slowly permeable 
till generally have thinner loess than adjacent till having 
a more favorable texture for plant growth. He suggested 
the loess was thinner in these areas because of the scarcity 
of vegetation to catch and hold the loess. The shallow 
lakes were probably covered by ice in the fall when loess 
deposition is thought to have been most rapid, and loess 
deposited there could have been picked up and redeposited 
elsewhere. Hobbs (17) described the collection of loess 
in the tundra, noting that in areas without vegetation the 
sediments tended to drift and collect in the lee of objects 
which broke the force of the wind. 
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Shimek (^ i-l) noted that tliere were three requirements 
for loess deposition. These were: a source of supply, a 
transporting agency, and an anchorage for the dust. He 
stated the first is to be foxmd in river bars, sand dunes 
and also areas bare of vegetation. The transporting agency 
was the wind. Plants furnished anchorage for the dust. 
Shimek contended that plants vrere abTindan.t during loess de­
position because of the following: 1. The loess is equal 
or often thicker on ridge tops indicating that only anchorage 
furnished by plants could prevent the loose, soft loess 
materials from washing avray, 2. The uniform thickness of 
the loess in many places suggests its deposition in the shel­
ter of taller vegetation, 3» Abundant root-marks, mostly iron 
tubules, in many parts of the loess are proof of an abundant 
vegetation, The presence of en abundant flora is furnished 
by the fossil land snails vrhich show not only the presence 
of an abundant vegetation necessary for food and shelter, 
but also indicate floral type areas. 
In his detailed treatise on the eolian mechanism Bagnold 
(6) points out that in a physical sense vegetation can be 
regarded as a special kind of surface roughness. He points 
out that sand grains do not bounce off vegetation as they 
do from a hard surface, but rather lodge and accumulate. 
He states that as long as vegetation is alive, the surface 
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on which it grows cannot ever become fully charged with sand, 
for vegetation grows higher as sand accumulates aroimd it. 
As a result, under all wind conditions a grassy or vegetated 
surface acts as a continuous deposition area. 
Shiraek (^ 2) considers that any type of vegetation will 
serve as a place of lodgement. He states that under forest 
conditions the accumulation of loess would "be more uniformly 
blanket like, whereas grass vegetation would result in a 
less uniform mantle. 
The Problem of the Paha Loess 
The term paha was applied to isolated loess capped 
knobs and ridges within and on the borders of the lowan 
drift by McGee (27), Originally, according to McGee, the 
Dakota Indians applied the name paha, meaning hill or hills, 
to these prominences. In describing paha McGee (27 p. 220) 
refers to them as: 
• . . loess capped eminences, sorastimes 
elongated to ridges miles in length. 
sometimes shortened to elliptical hills. 
He also describes individual paha (27 p« 07) as an: 
. . . elongated swell of soft and graceful 
contour, standing apart on the plain OP 
else connected with its fellows sometimes 
in long lines, again in congeries, and 
locally merging to form broad plateaus. 
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Composition of the Paha 
McGee describes the paha as typically consisting of the 
follo\^ ing materials: 
1. Loess 
2. Loose sand 
3. Drift 
Indurated rock. 
However, it is the observation of Shimek (^ h2) that the 
loose sand may be missing and that the indurated rock may 
not be discernable. This was also observed in this study. 
In most exposures the loose sand was not found underneath 
the loess cap. 
Origin of the Paha Loess 
McGee (27) postulated that paha were formed by an 
aqueo-glacial mechanism whereby canyons in the ice became 
charged with glacial mud. As the ice melted the mud filled 
lakes and crevices remained to form eminences of distinctive 
composition and structiire. Where loess was absent from 
hills of high elevation McGee assumed that it had been re­
moved by erosion. Shimek contested McGee's theory 
that the presence of loess was due to melting ice. He found 
fossil mol3.usks in the loess of the paha and identified them 
as terrestrial species which could not have existed were 
McGee'p theory correct. 
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Norton (23) considered that the problem of the paha 
consisted of two parts: the origin of the till nucleus 
and of similar pahold hills with no loess, and the origin 
of the loess cap. Concerning the origin of the loess cap 
he attempted to support the fluvio-lacustrine hypothesis 
of loess formation on the paha advanced by McGee® However, 
Norton did not subscribe to the portion of McGee's theory 
regarding the absence of loess from local eminences. He 
reported that in Linn County some hills v/hich were paha in 
form had no loess and stated that there was no reason to 
believe that loess had ever been deposited upon them. Nor­
ton (33) objected to Shimek*s eolian hypothesis as applied 
to the loess of the paha. He concluded the aeolian hypo­
thesis did not explain the presence of isolated masses of 
loess on the paha and its absence from intermediate areas. 
Shimek (^ 2) contended, however, that in the light of 
surface conditions as related to floral development and 
distribution, this was in reality further substantiation 
of the eolian theory. The elevations were the first to 
be drained and to present favorable growth conditions for 
the development of lodgement vegetation. They also acted 
as an obstacle which was gradually built up by material 
blown upward along the surface. The dust would be carried 
upward where it would lodge in the established vegetation. 
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Shlmek also answered Norton's statement (33 P* 38?) that 
"it would seem that loess, if of eolian derivation, should 
be as v/idespread over the country as the channelless currents 
of the air which laid it." He pointed out that loess would 
"be deposited only when the three requirements for loess de­
position, namely, source, agency and anchorage were ful­
filled, Norton's final objection to loess as eolian in 
origin, was that if loess had been rapidly deposited in a 
forest there should have been an accumulation of logs and 
similar material, and if slowly deposited the loess should 
have been leached free of carbonates, Shimek dismissed the 
possibility of rapid deposition because as carbonaceous 
materials occur in only very small amounts in paha loess, 
decomposition could occur only if deposition were slow. He 
dismisses Norton's idea that slow deposition was accompanied 
by decalcification by pointing out the possibility of the 
return of calcareous material with the dust from the source 
area. Shimek refuted the fluvio-lacustrine theory of McGee 
and Norton, and emphasized the importance of the fossil 
fauna in discrediting this theory. 
Bagnold (6) asserts that the detailed shape of the seif 
dune assiames several different sub-types according to the 
particular long-period wind regime which prevails in the 
area. The essential feature common to all dunes is a single 
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continuous ridge which svrells and rises at regiilar intervals 
to form a chain of smnmits. That the paha conform to this 
configuration is illustrated by the definition of the paha 
given by McGee (27)• 
In his study of eolian sand deposits Bagnold (6) found 
that once fine solid particles smaller than ,03 rani have 
settled to the ground after being carried by the wind, they 
cannot be swept up again individually. This is because they 
sinlc into a viscid surface layer of air and are out of reach 
of the disturbing influence of the eddies of turbulence* 
The ground surface acts as a dust trap. However, the wind 
can still exert its local pressure on small aggregations of 
particles which the wind can treat as though they are sand 
grains, Ulien a wind begins to blow, its first action is to 
tear off such projections and redisintegrate them. 
Scholtes and Smith (^ -0) using the same line of reasoning 
as Bagnold have postulated the formation of the paha loess 
due to movement of sand and sand sized aggregates of silt 
and clay by saltation. They point out that in Franklin 
County a large paha revealed a lack of sorting compared to 
even the coarse loess in Illinois analyzed by Smith (^ 7)• 
The mechanism of saltation for at least some of the loess 
material on the paha might account for the poor sorting and 
heterogeneity of the soil materials found on the paha. With 
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both sand particles and sand sized aggregates of silt and 
clay moving by saltation, formation of longitudinal dunes 
would be quite possible. Presumably such movement would 
have occurred before vegetation covered the lowan drift 
plain and was concurrent with the formation of the venti-
facts in the lowan pebble band. Such conclusions are con­
sistent with other data such as that shown by Moss (28). He 
analyzed a number of soil drifts which were moved from bare 
fields. His data showed that the drifts, which behave like 
sand drifts, vary but little in texture from the soil in the 
fields from which they blevu V,niile some silt and clay are 
completely removed from the area by the dust storms, the 
drifts which are formed are only slightly coarser than the 
original material. 
Orientation of the Paha 
McGee (27) pointed out that one of the most striking 
characteristics/ of the paha was their consistent general 
orientation. The paha all have a west-east to northv^ est-
southeast orientation. He noted that in the northern part 
of the lowan drift plain the longitudinal axis of the paha 
had a N ^ 5° to ^ 0° ¥. In the east central portion of the 
drift plain their longitudinal orientation was N 50° to 
60® W. In the southwest part of the lowan drift plain the 
paha are oriented about N ^ 5® W. The main axes of the paha 
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become oriented more westerly proceeding to the southeast 
so that in Scott County they are aligned almost exactly 
westward. 
Distribution of the Paha 
Norton (30, 31» 32, 33)» Alden (2), Savage (38) and 
Calvin (12, 13) recognized the presence of paha within their 
areas of investigation and reported them in some detail. 
Other investigators working within the lowan drift area 
were cogniziant that paha were to be found in the particular 
county in which they worked as Udden (6^ ), Williams (70), 
Savage (39) and Arey (3, ^), but they devoted little time 
to the problems of the paha. In some county geological re­
ports paha are shown on the map of the superficial deposits 
but in other county reports they are either not shown on 
the map or no map was made of the superficial deposits. 
As reported by Kay and Graham (22) the Peorian loess 
is very thin on the lowan drift plain. In Benton County, 
for example, the loess vras shown to be U- feet thick, ex­
cept along the border of the lowan drift plain. On the 
many paha in Benton County the local accumulations of deep 
loess were either overlooked or an average depth of the 
loess for the entire landscape may have been given. 
Local areas of loess accumulation within the lowan 
drift area were also recognized by workers in soil 
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classification in Iowa. Stevenson and Brown (^ 1, 52, 53) 
noted the existence of paha on the Clinton lohe of tlie 
lowan drift in Clinton, Cedar and Linn Coimtiea. On cer­
tain other eastern lowan county soil maps some paha can be 
located by soil type pattern, although the presence of paha 
as such may not have been recognized. On the soil maps of 
Bremer (50), Fayette (5^ ), Benton (55), Grundy (56), Floyd 
(57), Winnishiek (58), Delaware (59), Jones (60) and Butler 
(61) Coimties many paha can be located by the soil type 
pattern. The county soil reports were valuable in helping 
to determine the location of many paha on the lowan drift 
plain as shovra. in Figure 2. 
Scholtes and Smith (^ 0) mapped paha which they en­
countered during the course of field studies and found that 
paha occurred in most counties in the lowan drift area.in 
northeast lov/a. Many paha, for example, in Benton County, 
see Figure 3, can be located on the soil map where they are 
shown as isolated elongated areas of Clinton silt loam. 
In other counties such as Winnishiek, Linn (Figure ^ ), and 
Cedar Counties the soils map shows long isolated areas of 
loess derived soils, both forest and prairie derived, sur­
rounded by soils developed from lowan drift. Usually these 
areas are paha. On some soil maps, however, they cannot be 
located as the classification of soil types used in the 
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mapping did not differentiate the soils of the paha from 
the surroimding soils. Some county soil maps, as Franklin 
(1+6) and Tama (1) Coimties, do not indicate clearly the 
existence of very prominent paha within the county. 
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i®THODS OF INVEBTIGATIOW 
Description of the Area in Which the Paha Occur 
The area studied is located in northeastern Iowa. It 
occupies all or parts of twenty-five counties, and comprises 
approximately one-fifth of the area of the state. It is 
bounded on the north by the state of Minnesota. The eastern 
bouTidary of the lowan drift area approaches the Mississippi 
River at distances varying from about 20 miles to more than 
50 miles. The border of the lovxan drift plain becomes very 
lobate in the southeastern portion where it extends through 
Clinton County to the river. The area is roughly boxmded 
on the south by the top of the sixth tier of counties south 
of the Iowa-Minnesota state line. On the west the lowan 
drift plain is bounded by the Bemis moraine of the Marikato 
drift plain. The east, south and southwest sides of the 
lowan drift plain are bordered by thick loess and sand de­
posits. 
Kay and Apfel (21) describe the area as more typically 
gently rolling than any other portion of the state. They 
describe the river valleys as being fairly broad in rela­
tion to the streams in them, and, instead of the broad 
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valleys having wide flood plains, many of them have concave 
profiles. They state that the flood plains in some places 
are not filled v/ith alluvitun, but are drift flats appearing 
about the same today as when the lowan glacier disappeared. 
The broad valleys are fringed by lines of hills which 
vary in slopes from gentle to steep. The relief is not 
great in any locality, being usually less than 100 feet. 
The divides are generally undifferentiated by prominences 
from the hills v/hich border the stream valleys, Tlie relief 
is very slight in parts of the drift mantled plain, but it 
is sufficient to provide surface drainage. No lakes occixc 
on the drift plain, but colluvial areas may become the site 
of shallow ponds after heavy rains. 
The bulk of the lovran drift is very thinly mantled 
by poorly sorted loess. A pebble band underlies the pooi'ly 
sorted material most commonly at depths of from 1 to 2 feet, 
Riecken and Smith (36) have indicated that well sorted 
blanket loess occurs on the southwestern portion of the 
northeast lowan drift plain. They show an area of well 
sorted loess of 30 inches to 100 inches thickness extending 
from south central Benton County to the northern portion of 
Tama County, the southwestern two-thirds of Grundy County 
and most of Franklin County east of the Mankato drift border. 
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ICay and Graham (22) indicate that most of the Io^ r^an 
drift is overlain by two feet of loess. Their map of the 
thickness of the Peorian loess shol^ rs a great increase in 
loess thickness arotind the border of the lo^ mn drift. 
Although, as previously stated, no great differences 
in elevation exist in any locality on the lowan drift plain 
an eminence of 25 to 15 feet becomes very prominent when 
stirromided by a very gently undtilating plain. The paha be­
come strikingly obvious on the drift plain because of their 
rise in elevation above the adjacent drift. In addition to 
their rather abrupt rise from the drift plain, their billowy 
configuration coupled with their very similar orientation 
raalces them conspicuous. Different soils are likely to occur 
on the palia than on the adjoining drift plain because soil 
forming factors differ. However, prominences on the lowan 
drift plain may not always be paha, for some prominences 
may consist of lowan till with little or no loess present. 
In other cases the pahoid prominences may be thin loess 
covered Inliers of Kansan drift vrithin the lowan drift area. 
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Field Studies 
Location of Paha on Northeast lowan Drift Plain 
It has already been noted that early workers in geology 
and soils have recognized that paha exist in many counties 
on the lowan drift plain. However j there has "been no spe­
cial effort made to map their occurrence and extent in de­
tail, From a soil genesis and classification viewpoint 
"before Investigating the characteristics of soils occurring 
on tiie paha, it was considered that information was needed 
on the nuiaher, distribution and extent of the paha in north­
east Iowa. Such information would permit better selection 
of profiles as well as sites which could be studied in 
moderate detail. 
There seems to have been some confusion among some of 
the earlier workers regarding the character of the paha, 
Shimek (lf2) points out for example that some of the areas 
referred to as paha sotith of Waverly were misnamed. An 
unmantled area of Kansan inlier had been misinterpreted as 
lovran and some of the Kansan ridges within the area that 
are thinly covered with loess were erroneously referred to 
as paha. 
For purposes of this study the paha are defined as 
Wisconsin loess capped prominences with pre-Iowan nuclei, 
"33" 
oriented in a west-east to northwest-southeast direction, 
occurring either withdJi the loi'Tan drift plain or along its 
borders, and partially or completely surrounded by lowan 
till. The term Vlisconsin (37) is applied to the loess of 
the paha, because no stratigraphic divisions are found 
vrithin the loess. The paha may contain loess increments 
deposited during all of the VJiaconsin age, but it is 
thought to consist primarily of lowan and post-Iowan loess. 
After the study was undertaken in 19^ 8 an effort was 
made to record the location of all paha encountered in the 
field, Scholtes and Smith (^ 0) compiled a map sho\*ring the 
distribution of paha they had encountered through 19^ 9* 
Figure 2 illustrates the current map through 19^ 0. A con­
siderable number of additional palia have been plotted during 
the 1950 field season. Only those pahasctually encountered 
in the field studies have been shown on the map, Figure 2. 
It is apparent from Figure 2 that there are a consider­
able number of paha scattered over the lowan drift plain. 
They are much more numerous in the southern portion of the 
area than further north. On the basis of the palm so far 
encountered it appears that Benton, Linn and Jones Counties 
contain the bulk of the paha. However, future detailed in­
vestigation will probably reveal many additional paha. 
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To determine if there were many paha in any county, 
it was decided to make a detailed road traverse of one, 
Paha would be identified in the field to make certain that 
high hills of recent till would not be mistaken for paha. 
Accordingly, Benton Coun.ty was arbitrarily selected for a 
detailed traverse to determine the number of paha in the 
county. Scholtes and Smith (Mo) showed a total of seven 
paha in the county in 19^ -9, 
The soils map of Benton County was examined for iso­
lated and elongated soil type areas showing a northwest-
southeast orientation. Aerial photos* for these areas were 
studied to determine the possible location of paha. Prom 
field studies it soon became evident that there were many 
additional paha vrhich could not be located from information 
on the soils map. Consequently, it was decided that a tra­
verse of most roads should be made to locate all paha and 
to sketch their boundaries on aerial photos as they were 
observed in the field. Between ^ 0 and 0^0 miles of road 
were traversed in Benton County to plot the location of 
paha, as shown in Figure As the paha occupy prominent 
The Benton County Soil Conservation District Office 
at Vinton loaned aerial photos and provided office facili­
ties for this phase of the study. This assistance is 
gratefully acknowledged. 
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"'^gure 5. Route of roads traversed in search of paha 
positions on the landscape they were observahle from con­
siderable distances, usually 1 to 2 or more miles* Conse­
quently it was not necessary to drive each and every road 
in the county. Figure 6 illustrates that the north central, 
northwest and southwest portions of the county were not of 
necessity covered in such detail as other portions of the 
county. The gently undulating character of the drift plain 
in these areas made it relatively easy to determine if paha 
were present. 
After working with aerial photographs it became evident 
that paha are often indicated on photos by the general 
appearance of the pattern of the landscape. Clues as to 
the presence of paha may be obtained from aerial photos by 
conspicuous topographical features, erosional differences 
and the presence of forested areas. Paha are often evident 
from aerial photos by their distinct form and topography. 
The use of overlapping photographs to permit usage of a 
stereoscope is a further aid in recognizing paha by topo­
graphical differences. Figure 7 shows how differences in 
topography betv/een paha and the surrounding area are of 
aid in determining the presence of paha. 
The soils of the paha are usually more erosive than 
the adjacent soils, due to their steeper slopes and lower 
clay and organic matter content. As a result paha are 
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Figure 7. Topographical prominences iriiich indicate the location of paha 
often evident from the aerial photo by the lightness of the 
color pattern on the photo. Once erosion has removed most 
of the surface soil on a paha, the eroded area shows on the 
photograph as a light area with characteristic paha orienta­
tion as in FigTire 8. In some instances gully erosion may 
also give a clue as to the presence of paha by the large 
number of short deep gullies which are found on the sides 
of the paha. Many of the paha were originally covered by 
forest vegetation. Where the trees have not been removed, 
they often indicate paha areas. The trees follow the gen­
eral configuration of the paha and consequently outline the 
boundaries of the paha from the surrounding area on the 
aerial photographs. The presence of forest vegetation on 
a paha is shown in Figures 9 and iM-. 
After each paha was delineated on the aerial photograph 
it was transferred to the detailed county road map. Forty-
seven paha were found in Benton County, The paha were en­
countered from the north west extremity to the south east 
portion of the county as illustrated in Figure 6. Although 
most of the paha occurred scattered in a few groups, paha 
were found in 15 of the 20 townships In the county. It is 
not claimed that all of the paha in the county have been 
found and plotted, but it is believed that the bulk of them 
have been located. The area around the border of the lowan 
Figure 8. Severely eroded axea irfiich indicates location of a paha 
Figure 9. Elongate forested area which indicates location of a paha 
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elevation, thiclcness of loess and character of pre-loess topography. 
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drift might reveal additional paha, "but this would necessi­
tate detailed field work "beyond the scope of this study. 
However, the number of paha mapped in Benton County with a 
detailed traverse, if representative of some other counties, 
would indicate a large number of paha in the state. 
Cross Section of Paha 
To compare the thickness of loess on a paha to that on 
the surrounding lowan drift plain, a cross section of a 
paha was made. A paha in northwest Grundy County was se­
lected because it was isolated on the lowan drift plain. 
This paha was considered to be a typical paha as to con­
figuration and orientation. Also it was considered that a 
traverse of deep borings bisecting the paha perpendicular 
to its main axis would provide information as to the nature 
of the material underlying the loess and the nucleus of 
the paha. 
Accordingly, after the paha in Grundy County was se­
lected the writer with the assistance of Dr. Guy D. Smith 
made a traverse^  of deep borings across the paha. The 
initial point was placed on the high point of the paha, 
designated as the bench mark, and the traverse extended 
along a north-south road a distance of 700 feet north and 
Traverse located along west edge of SW -It Section 7, 
T 89N, R 17W. 
1^ 00 feot south of the starting point. The palia was bi­
sected at its lee or southeastern end by the traverse which 
extended to the level of the drift plain on the north and 
to the local high point of the drift plain on the south. 
Surface elevations were obtained at each boring site by 
using a level and elevation rod, and horizontal distances 
were measured with a 100 foot steel engineering tape. At 
each boring site information was obtained regarding the sur­
face elevation, the thickness of the loess and/or total 
eolian' mantle including sands and silts and the nature of 
the materials underlying the loess. The results are sho^ m 
in Figtire 10. In addition to the above information the 
depth to carbonates was also recorded for each boring site. 
A log was kept of each boring and interpretations of a soils 
and geological nature were made. Listed below in the order 
the traverse was made are the logs and subsequent interpre­
tations. 
Bench markj highest point on surface of the paha on 
the traverse. 
Log 0 - iM-" Very dark brovm silt loanij leached. 
1^  - -^0" Brown friable silt loam grading into a 
yellowish brown heavy silt loam leached. 
U-0 - 66" Yellowish brown leached silt to silt loam. 
66 - 8p" Light yellowish brovm, calcareous sand. 
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80 - 2lV' Light yellowish brown, calcareous silt to 
silt loam. 
21^  - 2^ 0" Dark gray calcareous silt to silt loam, with 
considerable grit. 
250" •» Light gray, leached very plastic silty clay 
to clay gumbotil. 
Interpretation 
1. Modern soil profile developed in loess to depth 
of ^ 0". 
2. Depth to carbonates, 66", 
3. Thickness of loess or loess-like material, 2lV'. 
Buried soil encountered at 2lV', v/ith A horizon 
probably represented to depth of 250"• 
5. Oumbotil encountered at 250", which is probably B 
horizon of old burled soil developed from Kansan 
till. 
Boring #1 south (57'S of B.M.) 
Log 0 - U-" Very dark brown silt loam, leached. 
H - 13" Very dark brown silt loam grading into a 
dark grayish brown silt loam, calcareous. 
13 - 120" Light yellowish brovm calcareous silt to 
silt loam. 
120 - 128" Light yellowish brown calcareous silt to 
silt loam with considerable iron staining 
and pipestem fragments. 
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128 - 136" Dark gray calcareous silt to silt loam, 
with considerable grit of siliceous nature, 
calcareous in spots, 
136" + Light gray, leached very plastic siltyclay 
to clay gumbotil. 
Interpretation 
1, Modern soil profile (lithosol) developed in loess 
to depth of 13 Inches, 
2. Depth to carbonates, U-", 
3» Thickness of loess, 128". 
Buried soil encountered at 128", with A horizon 
probably represented to depth of 136". 
Gumbotil encountered at I36", which is probably B 
horizon of old buried soil developed from Kansan 
till. 
Boring #2 south (117' south of B.M.) 
Log 0 •• 12" Very dark brown friable silt loam, leached. 
12 - 38" Brown friable silt loam grading into a 
yellowish brovm heavy silt loam, leached. 
38 - 60" Light yellowish brown silt loam to silt, 
leached, 
60 ~ 10^ " Light yellowish brown calcareous silt loam 
to silt with occasional gray mottllngs and 
iron stains. 
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105 - 123" Dark gray silt, calcareous in small patches, 
v;ith considerable grit. 
123" • Dark bro^ m, heavy silty clay, leached gla­
cial till. 
Interpretation 
1. Modern soil profile to 38"* 
2, Depth to carbonates, 60". 
3» Thickness of loess, 105". 
•^« A horizon of biiried soil on Kansan till at depth 
of 105 to 123"0 
5« B horizon of btiried soil on Kansan till at 123" * • 
Boring #3 south (177* S of B.M.) 
0 - 12" Very dark brown friable silt loam, leached. 
12 - ifO" Brown friable silt loam grading into a 
yellowish bro\m heavy silt loam to light 
silty clay loam, leached. 
ifO - 86" Light yellowish brown leached silt to silt 
loam. 
86 - 13^ " Light yelloi-fish brown coarse sand, leached. 
13^  - 138" Light yellowish brovm coarse sand and silt, 
calcareous• 
138 - 158" Light yellowish brown calcareous silt, 
158" 4> Yellowish brown, heavy silty clay glacial 
till, leached. 
Interpretation 
1. Modern soli profile to HO", 
2. Depth to car"bonates, 13^ f". 
3. Thlcknesj^  of Golian material, 158". 
B horisson of "buried soil developed from Kansan 
glacial till. 
Boring ifh fsouth (237* south of B.M.) 
Log 0 ~ l6" Very dark broxm friable jsilt loam, leached. 
l6 - 1+V' Bro\m friable, leached silt loani, grading 
Into a leached yellowish brown silt loam., 
- 80" Light yellowish brown silt loam, leached. 
80 - 100" Light yellowish brown, coarse leached 
sand. 
100 - 106" Dark brown, leached, heavy sllty clay gla­
cial till. 
106 ~ 112" Light yellowish brown., coarse leached sand. 
112" 4 Yellowish brown, calcareous sandy clay loam 
glacial till. 
Interpretation 
1. Modern soil profile to W'. 
2. Depth to carbonates, 112". 
3. Thickness of vxind blovm material, 100". 
Incorporated Kansan glacial till boulder in lowan 
till 100 to 106". 
lowan glacial till below 300". 
Boring #5 south (297' south of B.M.) 
Log 0 - 1^ " Very dark brown silt loam, leached, 
1^  - 2U-" Grayish brown silt clay loam, leached. 
2h - 38" Grayish to yellowish brown silt loam, 
leached. 
38 - 8^" Yellowish brown silt loam, leached, 
1+8 - 66" Light yellowish brown to brownish gray 
sandy clay loam glacial till, leached. 
66" • Light yellowish brown sandy clay loam gla­
cial till, calcareous. 
Interpretation 
1. Modern soil profile to depth of 38". 
2, Thickness of eolian mantle, H8", 
3« Depth to carbonates, 66", 
h, lowan glacial till below 66". 
Boring #6 south (397' south of B,M,) 
Log 0 « iV' Black silty clay loam, leached. 
1^  - 32" Dark gray silty clay loam, mottled with 
yellowish brown, leached, 
32 - 78" Dark grayish brown silt loam, leached, 
78" • Calcareous yellowish brown sandy clay loam 
glacial till. 
Interpretation 
1, Modern soil profile to 32", 
2, Depth to carbonates, 78", 
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3« Thickness of eolian material, 78"• 
h, lowan glacial till belov; 78". 
Boring #7 south (597* south of B«M.) 
Log 0 - 16" Black silty clay loam, leached. 
16 - 38" Dark gray silty clay loam, mottled with 
yellow and brown, leached. 
38 * 60" Grayish brown silt loam, leached. 
60" • Calcareous yellowish brown clay loam gla­
cial till. 
Interpretation 
1. Modern soil profile to 38". 
2. Thickness of eolian materials, 60". 
3. Depth to carbonates, 6O", 
U-, lowan glacial till below 60". 
Boring #8 south (797' south of B.M.) 
Log 0 - 12" Very dark brown silt loam, leached. 
12 - 2V« yellowish brown friable silt loam, leached. 
2h - 50" Yellowish bro^ m clay loam glacial till, 
leached. 
50" • Calcareous yellowish brown clay loam gla­
cial till. 
Interpretation 
1. Modern soil profile to about 50". 
2. Thickness of poorly sorted eolian material, 2M'. 
3« Depth to carbonates, ^ O". 
h, lowan glacial till below 2^ -", 
Boring #9 south (897' south of B.M,) to Boring #1^  south 
(1^ -97* south of B.M.) reveal depths of poorly sorted eolian 
material ranging from 1 to 2.51' in thickness (see Figure 10). 
Proceeding north from the "bench mark the traverse of 
"borings were made down to the level of the adjacent till 
plain. Following are the logs with su'bsequent interpreta­
tions • 
Boring #1 north (60' north of B*M.) 
Log 0 - 12" Very dark "brown friable silt loam, leached, 
12 - 0^" Brown friable silt loam grading into a 
yellowish brown silt loam, leached# 
- 6U-" Yellowish brown silt, leached, 
6h - 78" Light brown leached coarse sand, 
78 - 102" yellowish brown silt, leached, 
102 - 223" Yellowish brown calcareous silt, 
223 • 23^ " Gray, calcareous in spots, gritty silt loam. 
23^ " • Light gray, heavy clay, leached gumbotil. 
Interpr etation 
1, Modern soil profile to ^ 0", 
2, Thickness of eolian mantle, 223". 
3, Depth to carbonates, 102", 
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A horiaon of buried soil on Kansas till at depth 
of 223 - 23V'. 
5. B horizon of buried soil on Kansan till at depth 
of 23V'. 
Boring #2 north (120' north of B,M.) 
Log 0 - 12" Very dark brovm friable silt loam, leached. 
12 - UO" Brown friable silt loam grading into a 
yellowish brown silt loara, leached, 
Ho - 80" Yellowish brown leached silt to silt loam. 
80 - 220" YellowivSh brown calcareous silt, 
220 - 223" Gray, gritty, calcareous in spots, silt 
loam. 
223" • Brovm heavy clay loam, leached till. 
Interpretation 
1. Modern soil profile to HO". 
2. Thickness of eolian mantle, 220". 
3. Depth to carbonates, 80". 
Remnant of A horizon of burled soil on Eansan till 
at depth of 220 - 223". 
B horizon of buried soil on Kansan till at depth 
of 223". 
Boring #3 north (I80* north of B.M.) 
Log 0 - 10" Very dark brown friable silt loam, leached. 
10 - 38" Brown friable silt loam grading into a 
yellowish brown silt loam, leached. 
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38 - 66" Yellowish brox-m leached silt loam# 
66 - 13^ " Yellowish brown calcareous silt loam. 
13^  - 16U-" Gray calcaj?eous sand to sandy loam. 
16^  - 2l6" Yellowish brown calcareous silt to silt 
loam. 
2l6 ~ 23^ " Dark gray gritty silt to silt loam, cal­
careous in spots. 
23^ -" • Light gray heavy clay gumbotil. 
Interpretation 
1. Modern soil profile to 38". 
2. Depth to carbonates, 66", 
3. Thickness of eolian mantle, 216", 
A horizon of buried soil in Kansan till at depth 
of 216 - 23M«. 
5. B horizon of buried soil in Kansan till at depth 
of 23M'. 
Boring north (^ 00* north of B.M.) 
Log 0 " 12" Very dark brown friable silt loam, leached. 
12 - MO" Brown heavy silt loam to light silty clay 
loam, leached. 
•^0 - llV' Yellowish bro\m silt, leached. 
11^  « 222" Yellowish brown silt, calcareous. 
222" • Brownish yellow clay loara, calcareous 
glacial till. 
Interpretation 
1. Modern soil profile to ^ -O", 
2. Depth to carbonates, llV'» 
3. Thicknesss of eolian mantle, 222". 
h, lowan till below 222". 
Boring north (500* north of B.M.) 
Log 0 - iV' Very dark brown friable silt loain, leached* 
1^  - l+O" Brown silt loam to light sllty clay loam, 
leached. 
0^ - 16^ -" Yellov/ish brovm calcareous silt. 
l6H - 218" Calcareous brown sand. 
218" f "yellowish broT^ m calcareous clay loam gla­
cial till. 
Interpretation 
1. Modern soil profile to ^ +0", 
2. Depth to carbonates, ^ 0". 
3. Thickness of eolisii material, 218". 
lowan glacial till below 218". 
Boring #6 north (700' north of B.M.) 
Log 0 - 18" Very dark brown friable silt loam, leached. 
18 - lj-2" Brown silt loam grading into a yellowish 
brovm silt loam. 
h2 - 72" Yellowish brown leached silt. 
72 96" Brown leached coarse sand. 
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96 - 11^ " Brovrn calcareous coarse sand. 
llV" -f yellowish brown, calcareous clay loam 
glacial till. 
Interpretation 
1. Modern soil profile to U-2". 
2. Depth to carbonates, 96". 
3. Thickness of eolian materials, 11^ -". 
lowan glacial till below llV'. 
The core or nucleus of the paha consists of strongly-
weathered till, or gumbotil, interpreted to be Kansan in 
age# This has been observed to be the case, too, for almost 
all the other paha investigated to date. The high point of 
the Kansan inlier is about fifteen feet above the high point 
of the adjacent drift on the traverse. The ground surface 
at the high point on the traverse is about 23 feet higher 
than the adjacent local high on the lowan drift plain to the 
south and more than 50 feet higher than the surface of the 
plain to the north. The Kansan inlier may be somewhat 
higher in the northwest part of the paha. At the site of 
soil profile P-38O the ground surface is higher and the 
loess was found to be 2? feet deep. The deep loess mantle 
is not coextensive with the Kansan drift nucleus in this 
paha, but is larger. In the southeast end of the paha, 
the loess streams out onto the lowan drift and no Kansan is 
visible in a road cut across the end of the paha. 
The cross section of this paha reveals that the loess 
is thickest on the north side or windward side. However, 
this does not hold true for all paha, and the writer has 
observed as many or more paha which have the loess thickest 
on the lee side. 
Morphological Studies and Collection of Soil Profile Samples 
At present there is one major soil association, the 
Carrington-Clyde, recognized on the lowan drift plain (36)• 
The soils which occur on the paha have not been designated 
on the soil association map due to the small areal extent 
of the paha. Riecken and Smith (36), however, have indi­
cated the location of some local accmulations of thick 
Peorian loess which possibly include paha in the area of 
lowan drift in northeast Iowa« 
In order to study the soils which occur on the paha, 
profile sites were selected which represented the geographic 
distribution of the paha. Sites v/ere selected near the 
western edge of the northeast lowan drift plain, in Grundy 
and Butler Counties, near the southern border in Benton 
County, near the southeast border in Clinton County, and 
near the northeast part in Fayette Coimty. The sampling 
sites selected were on the gently rounded shoulders of the 
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paha with about 3 to 6 percent slopes. The profile samples 
were taken from pits dug in fields which were cultivated or 
in pasture or from freshly exposed roadside ditch banks. 
All profiles selected were naturally well drained in­
ternally and externally and included soils developed under 
prairie, forest and prairie-forest transition vegetation. 
At each profile site a pit was dug or ditch bank cut back 
to expose the soil profile in order to collect soil samples 
and examine the morphology. Detailed descriptions of the 
seven profiles occurring on paha are presented in the 
following section. Color descriptions were made according 
to Munsell Color Standards. 
For this study the soil profile horizons are desig­
nated and defined as followss 
Ai Zone of maximum organic accumulation and biologi­
cal activity. 
Ao Zone of minimum content of clay, organic matter 
and/or free iron oxides, often accompanied by 
platy structure, 
A^  Zone of transition to B horizon. 
Zone with genetic change in color, texture and/or 
structure from the parent material or A horizon. 
Bg Zone of maximum clay accumulation in the B horizon. 
B^  Zone of transition to C horizon. 
Cj^  The original parent material of the soil, but al­
tered by presence of iron oxides and by leaching 
of carbonates. 
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C„ Parent material which has not been leached free 
of carbonates but may be slightly altered by 
weathering as oxidation. 
Profile P-380 (Minimal Brtinigra), locations SVJ i NE i Sec. 
12, t89N, R18w, Qriindy County, pasture site, slope about 
2 percent. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
number (inches) designation Horizon morphology 
P-.38O-I 0-5 An Very dark brown to very dark 
grayish brown (lOYR 2/2 - 3/2 
moist) silt loam; soft fine 
granular structure; many worm 
casts. 
P-38O-2 5-9 A-j 2^ Same as above, 
P-380-3 9-12 Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 
 ^ 3/2 moist) silt loam; fine to 
medium granular structure; 
many root channels, 
P-380-lf 12-18 Bi t  Yellowish brovm (lOYR 
moist) silt loam; fine to 
medium crumb structure. 
P-.38O-5 I8-2H Bip Yellovrish brown (lOYR 5A 
moist) silt loam: massive 
structure; slightly compact. 
P-38O-6 2l^ -•30 CiT Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6 
moist) silt loam; massive 
structure; less compact than 
above layer. 
P-38O-7 20-36 Cj^ 2 Same as above. 
Depth to carbonates, 66 inches, 
P-381 (Medial Brunigra-Gray Brown Podzol Intergrade), loca­
tion: NE i NVJ i Sec. 32, T90N, Rl8\fJ, Butler County, south­
west facing slope of about 5^ ; site located in stand of 
mixed hardwoods and grass. 
Hori25on Depth Horizon 
number (inches) designation Horizon morphology 
P-38I-I 0-6 A,» Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 
3/2 moist) silt loam; medium 
granular structure; consider­
able amount of gray coatings 
on peds, 
P-38I-2 6-9 AoBt  Dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2 -
^ h /Z  moist) silt loam; fine 
granular structure with some 
evidence of weakly developed 
platiness• 
P-381-3 9-12 Bo t  Dark brown (lOYR 3A moist) 
light silty clay loam; fine 
sub angular blocky structure. 
P-38I-H 12-17 Boo Dark yellowish brown (lOlfR h/k 
moist) light silty clay loam; 
medium sub angular blocky 
structure, 
P-38I-5 17-22 Bg^  Same as above. 
P-38I-6 22-28 B,t  Dark yellowish brown to 
 ^ yellowish brown (lOYR h/k -
5A moist) silt loam; weakly 
developed medium sub angular 
blocky structure. 
P-38I-7 28-36 B^ g Same as above. 
P-38I-8 36 4 C]iT Yellowish brown (lOXR Wh 
moist) silt loam; massive 
structure; gray coatings evi­
dent on some peds. 
Depth to carbonates, 90 inches. 
P-382 (Medial Gray Brown Podzol), location; NW i Sec. 2^ , 
T9ON, R16w. Butler County, site at edge of cultivated field; 
slope about 
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Horizon 
number 
Depth 
(inches) 
Horizon 
desiKnation Horizon moriDholoKy 
P-382-1 0-lf Hi Very dark grayish broxm (lOYR 3/2 moist) silt loam; soft, 
fine granular structure. 
P-.382-.2 1+-10 2^1 Dark brown to brown (lOYR VB 5/3 moist) silt loam with 
considerable gray fleckingj 
weakly to strong3.y developed 
platy structure. 
P-382-3 10-llf Dark yellowish brown (lOYR 
moist) heavy silt loam; 
fine to medium sub angular 
blocky structure; structural 
peds coated with gray. 
P-382-^ - Ik^lQ ®21 Same as above. 
P-382-5 l8-2lf ®22 Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6 -5/8 moist) light silty clay 
loam; coarse sub angular 
blocky structure; peds coated 
with gray. 
P-.382-6 2lf-30 ®31 Same as above. 
P-382-7 30-36 ®32 Yellovrish bro\m (lOYR 5A 
moist) silt loam; coarse 
blocky structure. 
P-382-8 36-1+2 ®33 Same as above. 
P-382-9 h-2-kQ Same as above. 
P-382-10 k8 * <^ 12 Same as above. 
Depth to carbonates, 75 inches • 
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P--333 (Minimal Bronigra), locationt HW i SE Sec. 7« t81H, 
R^ -B, Clinton County, site in graveyard, rounded ridgetop 
about y/a slope. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
number (inches) designation Horizon morphology 
P-383-I 0-7 An, Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 
3/2 moist) silt loam; fine 
granular structure: grass 
roots very abundant. 
P-383-2 7-12 Aj2 Same as above. 
P-383-3 12-15 Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 
 ^ 3/2 moist) splotched with 
dark brown (103fR M-/3 moist) 
silt loam; fine granular 
structure, 
P-383-^  I5«l8 3^®1 Same as above. 
P-383-5 18-22 B^ t Dark yellowish brown (lOYR 
3A moist) silt loam; fine 
crumb structure. 
Same as above. 
Same as above. 
Dark yellowish brown to 
yellov/ish brovm (lOXR h/k -
5A moist) silt loami massive 
structure with many pin holes. 
Same as above. 
Yellowish brown (IQ-XR 5A 
moist) silt loam; massive 
structure; gray mottled (lOYR 
6/1) frequent. 
Yellowish brown (lOYR ?A 
moist) calcareous silt loam; 
massive structure; frequent 
gray (lOYR 6/1) mottlings. 
p-383-6 22-26 ®12 
P-383-7 26-30 ®13 
P-383-8 30-36 
^11 
P-383-9 36-^ 
^12 
P-383-10 ^•0-50 
^13 
P-383-11 ?o • Cca 
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P-38^  (Medial Brunigra), location: NE SE i Sec. 33» T82N, 
R9l'J', Benton County? site in bluegrass sod adjacent to road, 
rounded ridgetop about 3^  slope. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
number (inches) designation Horizon morphology 
P-38^ --l 0-^ - k-x-. Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 
3/2 moist) silt loam; irregu­
lar fine granular structure? 
roots abundant. 
P-38^ -2 -^9 AoBt  Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 
3/2 - V3 moist) silt loam 
streaked with organic matter; 
fine to medium irregular 
crumb structure with some 
weakly developed plates. 
P-.38I4-3 9-13 Bi t  Dark yellowish brown (lOYR 
 ^ 3/^  moist) light silty clay 
loam; fine sub angular blocky 
structure. 
P-.38M--^  13-16 'B-^2 Same as above. 
P-38U-5 16-21 Bp, Dark brown (lOYR V3 moist) 
silty clay loam; medium to 
coarse sub angular blocky 
structure. 
P—38^ --6 21-26 ®22 Same as above. 
P-.38H-7 26-31 ®23 Same as above. 
P-38^ -8 31-36 ®31 Dark yellowish brown to yel­lowish brown (lOYR - 5/^  
moist) silty clay loam; coarse 
sub angular blocky structure. 
P-38H-9 36-1+1 ®32 Same as above. 
P«38H-10 lH-^ -7 B3C1 yellowish brown (IGYR $/h 
moist) silty clay loam 
mottled with splotches of 
light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2 
moist); coarse angular to 
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Horlzon Depth Horizon 
number (inches) designation Horizon mor-pholoRy 
rounded blocky structure with 
reddish brom stains 3A 
moist) on surface of struc­
tural aggregates. 
P-38lf-ll -^7-53 Same as above, 
P-.38M--12 53-60 ®3^ l above. 
Depth to carbonates, lM-0 inches, 
P-385 (Minimal Brunigra), location: WE NVI .Sec. l^ i-, 
T9%, R9W, Fayette County, site in bluegrass and adjacent 
to road, on spur ridge about 5^  slope. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
number (inches) designation Horizon morphology 
P-385-1 0-5 An, Very dark brown (lOYR 2/2 
moist) silt loamj very fine 
granular structures grass 
roots very abundant. 
P-385-2 5-8 Same as above. 
P-385-3 8~11 Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 
 ^ 3/2 moist) silt loam; very 
fine granular structure; roots 
abundant, 
P-385-^  11-1^  ^^ 3^®! Same as above. 
P-.385-5 1^ -18 B-,-, Dark yellowish brown (lOYR 
moist) silt loam; fine 
granular structure, 
P-385-6 18-2^ Bu^2 Same as above, 
P-385-7 2^ -30 Cn, yellowish brown (lOYR 5A 
moist) silt loam; massive 
structure, vesicular, 
P-385-8 30-36 Same as above. 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
number (inches) designation Horizon morphology 
P-385-9 36-M-2 Cno Dark yellowish brown to 
^ yellowish brovm (lOXR 5A -
moist) silt loam; massive 
structure; vesicular# 
P~38?-10 2^-^ 8 Same as above. 
Depth to carbonates, 90 inches. 
P-386 (Lithosol), locations KW i IJE i Sec. 7, T89K, R17W, 
Grundy County, site in cultivated field on rounded ridgetop 
with 3^ slope. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
number (inches) designation Horizon morphology 
P-386-1 0-^- Very dark grayish bro\m (lOYR 
3/2 moist) calcareous silt 
loam; fine granular structure, 
P-386-2 8 A^2 Same as above. 
P»386-3 8-13 "^^ c^a Dark grayish brown (lOIR h/2 
^ moist; calcareous silt loam; 
fine granular structure; 
many worm casts. 
P-386-i4- 13-19 ^ca Xellowish brown (lOXR 5/6 
moist) calcareous silt loam; 
massive structure; many lime 
concretions. 
P-386-5 19-25 ^ca Same as above. 
P-386-6 25-31 ^ca Same as above. 
P-386-7 31-37 ®ca Same as above. 
P-386-8 37-^3 Cca Same as above. 
Prom the morphological descriptions it is evident that 
the soils developed on the paha do not exhibit any increasing 
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degree of horizon differentiation that could "be ascribed 
to geographic position from a single source of loess, such 
as is the case of soils in souttwestern Iowa developed from 
loess. 
The soil profiles, P-380, P-383j P-38? find P-386 were 
developed under a prairie vegetation. Profile P-38^  showed 
some evidence of being very recently vegetated by trees. 
Profile P-381 contained morphological evidence of having 
been developed under a forest vegetation for a longer period 
of time. It resembles morphologically the soils of the 
Downs series (1), On the basis of present classification 
it would be designated as a pralrle-forest intergrade soil. 
Profile P-382 is a Gray Brown Podaol and undoubtedly 
developed under the influence of forest vegetation. It 
has the same general morphology as the Fayette series (36), 
From morphological studies it is evident that the 
soils sampled do not have well developed profiles with 
the strong horizon differentiation that is characteristic 
of maicimal Brunigra soils (^ -8) and Planosols (66), Pro­
files P-380, P-383 and P-385 have very weakly developed 
horisions of clay accumulation. According to the suggestions 
for sub Great Soil Group classes discussed by Thorp and 
Smith (62) and Smith, Allaway and Riecken (^ -8), these soils 
would probably be classed as minimal Bi'unigra soils. 
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Proflle P-381 would probably be classed as a medial Bruni-
gra-Gray Brown Podzol transition or intergrade soil as it 
has a definite horizon of clay accumulation. Profile P-382 
would be considered to be a medial Gray Brown Podzolic 
soil, and Profile P-38M- a medial Brunigra soil. Profile 
P-386 showed an accumulation of organic matter but a B 
horizon was not present as the calcareous loess occurred 
directly below the A horizon. Therefore, it would be 
classed as a Lithosol. The classification of the soil pro­
files into their respective sub Great Soil Groups can be 
summarized as follows: 
Soil profile Sub .-^ reat soil group 
P-.38O, P-383, P-385 Minimal Brunigra 
P-381 Medial Brunigra-Gray Brown Podzol 
Intergrade 
P-382 Medial Gray Brown Podzol 
P-38^ Medial Brunigra 
P-386 Lithosol 
Only three profiles sampled, namely P-381, P-382 and 
P-38I+ have an appreciable accumulation of clay in the B 
horizon. The P-38U- profile had the highest content of 
accumulated clay in the B horizon of any of the profiles 
studied on the paha, and its texture profile would be com­
parable to a typical profile of the Tama series (1), 
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Profiles P-381 and P~382 had less well developed textural 
profiles than profile P-38^ . 
A striking feature of the soils developed on the paha 
is their lack of appreciable raottlings. Other than some 
low contrast mottlings in one or two profilesj the lower 
horizons of the profiles appear to be quite well oxidized 
and aerated. Another feature common to the soils studied 
on the paha is the single grained massive structure of the 
lower profile horizons. Elongate cavities appeared 
scattered throughout these and frequently the material con­
tained many fine pin-hole openings, 
Mor-pholoeical Study of Buried Fossil Soils 
When considering the mode of formation of the paha, 
the fossil soils buried beneath the loess on the paha should 
be considered. A study of the characteristics of these 
buried fossil soils might throw some light on the rela­
tionship of such soils to the overlying loess. Therefore, 
in several road banks where the buried soil was exposed 
beneath the loess on the paha a morphological description 
was made. The description of the buried soils is contained 
in the following section. A buried soil on the Kansas en­
trant in Tama County was first examined to determine the 
relationship betvreen it and the overlying Peorian loess. 
The buried soil in the Kansan area was selected in order 
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to obtain a comparison between it and the buried soils on 
the paha. 
Burled soil #1 (a fossil maximal Gray-Brown Podzol)> loca­
tion: north side of road in road cut in SW ij-, Sec, 27) 
T83N, R13W, Tama County. 
Depth Horizon 
(inches) designation Horizon morphology 
0-3 A-i Pale brown (lOYR 6/3 moist) gritty 
silt loam5 many iron and manganese 
concretions; weakly developed platy 
structure, 
3-8 Ap Pale brown (lOlTR 6/3 moist) silt 
loam; coarse well developed platy 
structure. 
8-10 B^  Yellowish brown (lOYR 5A moist) silt 
loam; weakly developed sub-angular 
structure. 
10-18 Bp Yellowish brown (lOYR 5A moist) heavy 
clay loam; sub-angular blocky to angu­
lar blocky structure, 
18 • B-a Yellov;ish brown (lOYR 5/6 moist) clay 
 ^ loam; sub-angular blocky structiire. 
Buried soil #2 (a fossil maximal Gray-Brown Podzol). loca­
tion? west side of road in road cut in paha in NE t WE 
Sec, 13, t86n, R13VJ, Tama County, 
Depth Horizon 
(Inches) designation Horizon morphology 
0-6 Ap Light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/k  moist) 
silt loam with considerable grit of 
slllcaceous material; splotched vrith 
carbonaceous material; weak platy 
structure. 
Depth Horizon 
(inchest designation Horizon morphology 
6-10 Bi Yellowish brown (lOYR 5A moist) 
heavy silt loam to light silty clay 
loams v^ eakly developed fine sub-
angular blocky structure. 
10-18 Bp Light yellowish brown (lOXR 6A moist) 
heavy clay loam5 sub-angular blocky 
structure, 
18 f Bo Brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6 moist) clay 
loam; fine angular blocky structure. 
Buried soil #3 (a fossil Gray-Brown Podzol), locations west 
bank of road in road cut in paha in NE ^  NE See# 6, t86n, 
R12W, Benton County, Iowa. 
Depth Horizon 
(inches) designation Horizon morphology 
0-8 Ap Brovm to pale brown (lOXR 5/3 - 6/3 
moist) gritty silt loamj v;eak coarse 
platy structure. 
8-12 Bi Pale brovn (lOYR 6/3 moist) silt loam; 
weakly developed angular blocky struc­
ture; numerous iron and manganese 
concretions. 
12-20 Bp Dark brown (7.5YR V+ moist) heavy 
clay loam with red mottlings (lOR 
V8 moist); angular blocky to sub-
angular blocky structure. 
Buried soil #U- (a fossil Gray-Brown Podzol—Red A ellow Pod­
zol intergrade), location! north bank of road cut in paha 
in SW i SW i Sec. 27, t85k, RllW, Benton County. 
Depth Horizon 
(inches) designation Horizon morphology 
0-7 An Light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/k moist) 
gritty silt loam; massive structure; 
considerable iron staining. 
Depth Horizon 
(inches) designation Horizon morphology 
7-12 Ar, Mottled strong brown to light brown 
(7.?YR 5/6 - 6A moist) silt loam; 
wealcly developod fine platy struc­
ture. 
12-20 Strong brown (7«5XH 5/6) heavy clay 
loam; coarse blocky structure. 
At the contact of the buried soil and the overlying 
calcareous Peorian loess many pipeateras were encountered. 
Several fossil snail shells were also found at the contact 
zone. 
Buried soil #5 (a fossil Gray-Brown Podzol), location: east 
road bank in road cut in paha in j; Sec, T8U-W, 
RllW, Benton County. 
Depth Horizon 
(inches) designation Horizon morphology 
Ap Grayish brown (lOYH 5/2 moist) gritty 
silt loam; moderately well developed 
platy structure. 
^-6 Bj Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8 moist) 
heavy silt loam; wealcly developed 
blocky structure. 
6 • Bo Yellowish red (5YR h/6 moist) to dark 
brown (7>5^1^ moist) heavy clay 
loam; coarse blocky structure. 
At the contact zone between the buried soil and the 
overlying calcareous loess many pipestems occurred. 
Elevations of Paha and lowan Drift 
Although it has been noted that the paha are prominent 
on the lowan drift plain, there have been no quantitative 
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meaffurements made of the differences in elevation between 
the paha and the surrounding lowan drift plain and/or "be­
tween the paha and adjacent lowan highs of pahoid form. 
Therefore, elevations were determined on selected paha in 
Benton County and are shown in Figures 11, 12, 13 and 1^ . 
An altimeter was used which designated elevation differences 
to tero feet. At an initial low point the altimeter was set 
at 0 and positive or negative differences in elevation from 
the Initial point or bench mark -were recorded. After tra­
verses of a paha were completed the altimeter was checked 
again at the Initial point to determine any changes which 
might have affected the elevation readings. In general the 
agreement in elevation readings at a given point before and 
after a traverse was made was within four feet. Traverses 
were made rapidly to minimize errors due to change in at­
mospheric pressure in the locality. 
The greatest difference in elevation betv^ een the high 
point on a paha and the adjacent lowan drift plain was 
found to be 120 feet. In most instances the level of the 
lowan drift plain was found to be about 50 feet belov; the 
high point of the paha. However, in some cases adjacent 
high points on the lowan drift plain were found to be only 
a few feet lower than the high point of the paha. In at 
least one instance an Im/an drift prominence was found to 
figure 11. Traverse 1 sho?ri.ng differences in elevation between paha and lowan drift plain 
figure 12. Traverse 2 showing differences in elevation between paha and lowan drift plain 
figure 13. Traverse 3 shosidng differences in elevation between paha and lowan drift plain 
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bo higher in elevation than portions of the adjoining paha 
(see Figure 13). 
Soil Map of a Paha 
A soil map was made of a small paha in Benton County 
to determine the characteristics of the soils in differ­
ent topographic positions on a palia. The paha selected 
for mapping is assumed to have "been vegetated by prairie, 
as the morphology of the soil in general was that of modal 
Brunigra soils. As the soils occurring on the paha have 
not been classified into series, no attempt was made to 
classify the soils by series. Rather the soils vfere clas­
sified according to the proposals of Thorp and Smith (62) 
•whereby soils of a Great Soil Group whose characteristics 
are weakly developed for the group would be considered 
minimal members of that group or sub-group. Soils whose 
characteristics are developed beyond the median for the 
group would be considered maximal. Other members would 
then be considered medial. 
The soils on the paha were classed as to their Great 
Soil Group and their stage of development. The slope on 
which they occurred and the thickness of topsoil were also 
recorded. 
The soil map (Figure 1^ -) shows that all of the sollp 
on this paha could be included in the Brunigra (Prairie) 
flgiire 14. Detailed soil map of a paha and traverse 4 showing differences in 
elevation between paha and lowan drift plain 
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Great Soil Group. Uo soils encountered on the paha were 
•well enough developed to "be classed as maximal. The soils 
encountered on the paha were either minimal or medial 
Brunigra soils. In general, the medial soils resembled 
morphologically the Marshall or Tama soils (36) and the 
minimal soils resembled morphologically the Monona soils 
(36). 
The minimal soils were ujsually found on the paha in 
the areas with the greatest solar radiation and/or steepest 
slopes. On the steep slopes geological erosion apparently 
was sufficiently rapid to keep the profile in a youthful 
stage. The medial soils usually were found in coves v/hich 
afforded some protection from solar radiation and hence 
increased the amount of water available for weathering. 
Medial soils also tended to occur on more gently sloping 
areas where erosion was not so severe. 
In two places on the paha Kansan till was found at 
the surface. In one place this till was exposed at the 
head of a gully. Examination of the soil profile formed 
from the Kansan till showed that it is a partially trun­
cated profile, that is, the A horizon is very thin and 
rests directly on what appears to be the horizon of 
the fossil till soil. This partial truncation also seems 
to be true of the other exposure of Kansan till high on 
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the ridge of the paha. It is of interest to note that Smith 
(^ 7) contends that sites such as these severely eroded soils 
afforded a poor medium for plant growth, and consequently 
plant cover was sparse and loess accumulated but thinly. 
Perhaps the explanation for the Kansan till soil on the 
paha is that it had been truncated and provided a very poor 
medium for plant growth and subsequent catchment of the 
loess. However, geological erosion may have removed loess 
from these areas at a more rapid rate to expose the fossil 
till soil at the surface of the paha. Adjacent to the paha 
the loess varied from less than one foot to more than five 
feet in thickness in an unpredictable pattern. 
Laboratory Studies 
Physical Studies 
Mechanical analysis. Mechanical analyses were made of 
the seven soil profiles collected from paha within the area 
of the lowan drift plain. The pipette method was used (3^ -). 
Duplicate 10 gram samples were treated with hydrogen per­
oxide to destroy the organic matter. The soils were dis­
persed with sodium carbonate-sodium hexametaphosphate (6^ -), 
shaken 2h to 36 hours on an end over end shaker, made up to 
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a volume of 900 milliliters, and sampled twice with a 25 
milliliter pipette at different time intervals. The first 
sample removed particles of less than 20 microns effective 
diameter, and the second sample removed particles of less 
than 2 microns effective diameter. Particles greater than 
50 microns effective diameter were obtained by repeated 
sedimentation and decantation of the particles less than 50 
microns. After decantation the remainder of the sample was 
oven dried at 105-110° C, and placed in a nest of sieves on 
a reciprocating shaker (2^ ) which made 300 oscillations per 
minute for 3 minutes. The portion of the sample remaining 
on each sieve was weighed and the percentage of each sand 
fraction calculated on an oven dry basis. The percentage 
of sand, fine silt and clay was obtained by direct sampling, 
and the coarse silt, 20-50 microns effective diameter, de­
termined by difference between 100 percent and the sum of 
the other three sizes. The valties for the coarse silt 
fraction include the weight of organic matter because no 
correction was made after its destruction with hydrogen 
peroxide. Table 1 gives the results of the mechanical 
analyses. Included for comparative purposes are mechani­
cal analyses of a Tama and a Fayette profile. 
Pour of the seven profiles, P-380, P-383» P-385 said 
P-386, studied show no accumulation of clay in the B 
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Table 1 
Meohanleal Analyses of Seven Soil Froi 
Percent effeotive size fraotlor 
 ^ Sand 
Depth Horizon 50-100 100-250 250-500 500-1000 
Inches desigpation mloron micron micron micron 
P-380 (Minimal Brunlgra) 
0-5 All 
5-9 Aig 
9-12 •^ 3% 
12-18 Ki 
13—24 Bio 
24-30 0,T 
30-36 Cjj 
0-4 All 
4"10 Aoi 
10-14 Bu 
14-18 Boi 
1^ 24 Boo 
24—30 Bgi 
30-36 B32 
36-42 B33 
42-4B Oil 
48 + C12 
2—7 An 1 
7-12 Ai2 
12-15 A3B1 
15—13 A3B1 
13—22 Bii 
22—26 Bto 
26-30 BI3 
30-36 On 
36—40 C12 
/.O—50 Oi <9 
12.4 7.1 1.4 .3 
11.3 6.9 .3 .3 
11.9 7.4 1.1 .2 
14.1 9.9 1.3 .2 
15.4 12.1 1.8 .2 
15.5 9.6 1.9 .3 
13.6 7.3 2.1 .4 
P-331. (Medial Briaiigra-Qray Brotm Podzi 
2—6 All 21.2 6.1 1.2 .3 
6-9 3^% 21.3 5.8 1.1 .2 9-12 20.4 5.1 .9 .2 
12-17 ®22 20.0 4.9 .7 .2 
17-22 2^3 
®31 
®32 
1^1 
21.7 4.4 .5 .1 
22-23 25.0 4.6 .5 .1 
23-36 23.0 5.1 .6 .1 
36—48 29.0 3.6 .5 .1 
P-382; (Medial Gkray Brown Pod 
16«6 6.9 .9 .2 
14»5 5.3 .5 .1 
13.6 4.3 .5 .1 
18.6 7.0 .5 .1 
20.6 9.8 .9 
22.6 11.6 1.3 
20.0 9.9 1.2 
a.7 7.2 .6 
24.8 8.3 .7 
22*8 8.4 •6 — 
P-383 (Minimal Briailgra) 
21,3 1.8 .4 .1 
19.3 1.7 •4 - .1 
17.6 1.8 
.4 .1 
14.6 1,7 .4 .1 
19.6 1.3 .5 .1 
24.4 2.1 .5 .1 
23.8 2.1 .5 .1 
25.6 2.1 •5 .1 
25.5 2.1 ,5 .1 
26.6 2.6 .6 .1 
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Table 1 
Ifllyaeg of Seven Soil Profiles on Paha 
it effective size firaotion 
tnd Silt Olay Total Sand 
per­
cent 
Total 
silt 
per­
cent 
Total 
olay 
per^  
cent 
250-500 
Moron 
500-1000 
micron 
20-50 
micron 
2-20 
micron 
2 
micron 
P-38Q (Minimal Bxrunigra) 
.3 38.9 14.9 25.0 21.2 53.8 25.0 
.3 .3 38.1 16.3 26.8 28.8 44*4 26.8 
1.1 •2 38.9 14.8 25.7 20.6 53.7 25.7 
1.3 •2 36.3 13.5 24.7 25.5 49.8 24.7 
1.8 .2 38.6 11.9 20.0 29.5 50.5 20.0 
1.9 .3 39.5 11.6 21.6 27.3 51.1 21.6 
2.1 .4 41.4- 13.7 21.0 23.9 55.1 21.0 
Brxmigra-Qray Brown Podzol Intergrade) 
1.2 .3 27.7 21.7 21,8 28.8 49.4 21.8 
1.1 •2 25.8 20.2 25.6 28.4 46.0 25.6 
.9 •2 22.3 22.8 28.3 2606 45.1 28.3 
.7 .2 22.9 25.5 25.8 25.8 48.4 25.8 
.5 .1 23.3 24.7 25.3 26.7 48.0 25.3 
.5 .1 24.4 21.7 23.7 30.2 46.1 23.7 
.6 .1 22.0 18.7 25.5 33.8 40.7 25.5 
.5 .1 29.8 13.7 23.3 33.2 43.5 23.3 
 ^(Medial Gray Brown Podzol) 
.9 .2 39.2 24.3 11.9 24.6 63.5 11.9 
.5 .1 40.0 25.3 14.3 20.4 65.3 14t3 
.5 .1 35.5 21.1 24.9 18.5 56.6 24.9 
.5 .1 30.1 15.8 27.9 26.2 45.9 27.9 
.9 29.8 11.9 27.0 31.3 41.7 27.0 
1.3 30.9 11.4 22.2 26.5 41.3 22.2 
1.2 .... 34.6 10.8 23.5 31.1 45.4 23.5 
•6 33.4 13.6 23.5 29.5 47.0 23.5 
.7 .1... 31.6 12.0 22.6 33.8 43.6 22.6 
«6 — 33.4 14.2 20.6 31.8 47,6 20.6 
?-'3Q3 (Minimal Bnjnlgra) 
.4 .1 39^ 2 16,2 a.o 23.6 55.4 21.0 
.4 - .1 44.1 14.2 20,2 21.5 58.3 20.2 
•4 .1 40.3 18.1 21.7 19.9 58.4 21.7 
.4 .1 "• 45.3 16.6 21,3 16.3 61,9 21.3 
.5 ,1 38,2 rjf.s 21.9 22.1 ^*0 21,9 
.5 .1 35.9 16*6 20.4 27.1 52.5 20.4 
.5 .1 35.2 17.2 21.1 26,5 52.4 21.1 
.5 ; i 39.9 13.6 18,2 28.3 53.5 18,2 
.5 .1 41*8 13.9 16.1 28,2 55.7 16,1 
.1 AT.O 20-0 16.« 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 
10 
1 
2 
3 
A 
5 
6 
7 
3 
9 
10 
11 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Xif-iO 
18-24 
24-30 
30-36 
36-42 
42-48 
48 + 
2-7 
7-12 
12-15 
15-18 
18-22 
22-26 
26-30 
30-36 
36-40 
40-50 
50 + 
&"4 
4-9 
9-13 
13-16 
16-21 
21-26 
26-31 
31-36 
36-41 
41-47 
47-53 
53-60 
2-5 
5-8 
8-11 
11-14 
14-18 
18-24 
24-30 
30-36 
36-42 
42-48 
0—4 
4'"8 
8-13 
13-19 
19-25 
25-31 
31-37 
37-43 
»21 
®22 
®31 
%2 
S33 
Oil 
C12 
1^1 
Ai2 
A3B1 
A3B1 
fill 
2^ 
Bi3 
®11 
C12 
C13 
®ca 
Bll 
B12 
B2I 
B22 
523 
531 PA 
B3C1 
B3C1 
1^1 
A3^  
Bll 
512 
Oil 
C12 
°13 
°14 
%1 
A12 
3^°oa 
~ca 
Oca 
2ca 
Oca 
xo.o Y.U •3 .J. 
20.6 9.8 .9 
22.6 11.6 1.3 
20.0 9.9 1.2 
21.7 7.2 .6 
24.8 8.3 .7 
22.8 8.4 .6 
6.7 
7.3 
7.2 
7.4 
6*2 
5.8 
7.6 
9.1 
12.3 
16.2 
19.3 
15.4 
f-3$3 (Minimal Brunigra) 
21.3 1.8 .4 .1 
19.3 1.7 .4< .1 
17.6 1.8 
.4 .1 
14.6 1.7 
.4 .1 
19.6 1.8 .5 .1 
24*4 2.1 .5 .1 
23.8 2.1 .5 .1 
25.6 2.1 .5 .1 
25.5 2.1 .5 .1 
26.6 2.6 .6 .1 
27.1 3.3 1.2 .2 
P-384 (Ifedial Brunigra) 
.7 
.4 
•4 
.4 
.3 
.3 
.3 
.4 
.7 
1.0 
1.1 
1.0 
.3 
.2 
•2 
.2 
.3 
•2 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
P-385 (Minimal Brunigra) 
17.0 4.9 1.8 .3 
18.6 4.8 1.8 .3 
27.0 4.7 1.6 .3 
19.9 4*4 1.5 .3 
22.9 4.7 1.5 
26.0 4.8 1.5 .2 
26.3 4*4 1.6 .2 
22.7 3.4 1.0 .1 
25.4 4.1 1.3 .2 
21.9 2.6 1.0 .1 
P-386 (Lithoso] 
18.7 10.7 2.6 .6 
18.0 11.1 2.8 .8 
18.7 10.1 2.2 .6 
19.8 9.1 2.0 •A 
21.9 8.1 1.6 .3 
23.9 7.3 1.7 .3 
25.7 7.0 1.4 .2 
23.1 6.6 1.2 •2 
• 7 
.5 
.9 
1*3 
1.2 
.6 
.7 
•4 
•A 
•U 
•4-
.5 
.5 
•5 
•5 
.5 
•6 
1.2 
.X :j3.P KX»X. 3U.O 
•1 30.1 15.8 27.9 26.2 45.9 27.9 
— 29.8 11.9 27.0 31.3 41.7 27.0 
•— 30.9 11.4 22.2 26.5 41.3 22.2 
— 34.6 10.8 23.5 31.1 45.4 23.5 
— 33.4 13.6 23.5 29.5 47.0 23.5 
— 31.6 12.0 22.6 33.8 43.6 22.6 
33.4 14*2 20.6 31.8 47.6 20.6 
Jnmigra) 
! 
•1 39.2 16,2 21.0 23.6 55.4 21.0 
•1 44.1 14.2 20*2 21.5 58.3 20.2 
.1 •^3 18.1 21.7 19.9 58.4 21.7 
.1 " 45.3 16.6 21.3 16.8 61.9 2X.3 
.1 38.2 17.8 21.9 22.1 *^0 a.9 
.1 35.9 16.6 20*4 27 il 52.5 20.4 
.1 35.2 17.2 21.1 26.5 52.4 21.1 
•1 , 1 39.9 13.6 18.2 28*3 53.5 18.2 
.1 4i-*8 13.9 16.1 28.2 55.7 16.1 
.1 41.0 12.6 16.5 29.9 53.6 16.5 
•2 40.9 10.4 16.9 31.8 51.3 16.9 
P-SSA (Medial Brimlgra) 
.3 .1 39.9 30.1 22.2 7.8 70.0 22.2 
.2 .1 35.6 30.5 25.9 8.0 66.1 25.9 
€>2 .1 32.7 29.0 30.4 7.9 61.7 30.4 
.2 .1 28.4 31.3 32.2 8.1 59.7 32.2 
.2 .1 28.7 29.0 35.5 6.8 57.7 35.5 
.3 .1 30.1 29.9 33.6 6i5 60.0 33.6 
.2 .1 34.2 24.0 33.6 8.2 58.2 33.6 
.1 .1 36.2 22.9 31.2 9.7 59.1 31.2 
•1 
— 39.0 19.4 28.5 13.1 58.4 28.5. 
*x 
— 39.3 20.6 22.8 17.3 59.9 22.8 
•X 
— 38.8 18.6 22.1 20.5 57.4 22.1 
.1 
— 
31.2 19.0 23.3 16.5 50.2 23.3 
P-'SSS (Minirnal Rrunlgra) 
1.8 
1.8 
1.6 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.6 
1.0 
1.3 
1.0 
P-386 (Uthosol) 
2.6 
2.8 
2.2 
2.0 
1.6 
1.7 
1.4 
1.2 
.3 41.2 16.5 18.3 24.0 57.7 I8.3 
.3 39.2 17.1 18.2 25.5 56.3 18.2 
•3 •, 30.6 20.7 15.1 33.6 51.3 15.1 
.3 • 37.0 16.8 20.1 26.1 53.8 '20.1 
2 36.5 16.9 18.3 23.3 53.4 18.3 
.2 32.6 14.1 20.8 32.5 46.7 20.8 
2 32.8 10.8 23.9 32.5 43.6 23.9 
1 38.7 10.9 23.2 27.2 49.6 23.2 
.2 36.2 12.3 20.5 31.0 43.5 20.5 
1 39.1 U.1 24.2 25.6 50.2 24.2 
.6 37.3 10.8 19.3 32.6 48.1 19.3 
.8 36.5 12.3 18.5 33.7 .^8 18.5 
.6 39.1 12.1 17.2 31.6 51.2 17.2 
.4 38.9 12.8 17.0 31.3 51.7 17.0 
.3 38.2 15.3 14.6 31.9 53.5 14.6 
•3 36.9 14.5 15.4 33.2 51.4 15.4 
•2 38.1 12.9 14.7 34.3 51.0 14.7 
•2 39.8 13.7 15.4 31.1 53.5 15.4 
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horizon. The data indicate that some clay vslB formed in 
th© upper horizons and did not move into the lower solum. 
Even the Lithosol, P-386, sho\v'ed higher amounts of clay in 
the upper portions of the profile than in the lovrer por­
tions, Hov/ever^  profile P-385 showed irregular amounts of 
clay hetv/een horizons which would "be difficult to explain 
on any "basis but differences in the material itself as it 
V7as deposited. 
Profiles P~38l, P-382 and P~38^ t- show some concentra­
tion of clay in their respective B horizons. Profile P-382 
has more clay in the B than the other two profiles. Mor­
phological observations of profile P-382 indicate that 
considerable horizon differentiation has talcen place since 
the initiation of soil formation. The thin surface hori­
zon and ashy gray Ag subsurface horizon are doubtless the 
result of physical, biological and chemical changes which 
have accompanifed the movement and/or concentration of clay 
in the B horizon. 
Profile P-38^  has about 35? percent clay in the B 
horizon as compared to about 27 percent clay in the B 
horizon in profile P-382. Yet the clay content of the C 
horizon of these two profiles is \irithin a few percent of 
one another, being about 22 percent for P-38V and 20 per­
cent for P-382. Differences in amounts of clay in their 
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parent material would probably not account for the higher 
clay content of the B horizion in profile P-38^  as compared 
to P-382. It is of Interest to note that the fine silt 
content is higher in profile P-38'+ than in profile P-382. 
Therefore, it is possible that clay formation may have 
proceeded more rapidly in the solum of P-38^  than in P-382 
because the parent material of the former was finer tex­
tured. This vras reflected mostly in the content of the 
silt fraction (18). The distribution of clay with profile 
depth in the soils on the palia is shown in Figure 15• 
All of the profiles studied contained a considerable 
amount of sand, especially in the very fine sand size of 
50 to 100 microns effective diameter. This is indicative 
of poor sorting of the material from which the soils on 
the paha developed. Compared to the loess from which soils 
in blanket loess areas developed the soils of the paha 
contain less silt and more sand. An example of the differ­
ence in sand content between loess of the paha and blanlcet 
loess is illustrated by the following: 
Distance 
Horizon from source 
Total sand 
Profile in percent 
Not known 
Not known 
Not known 
Not known 
0.6 miles 
1.5 miles 
31.8 
18.7 
21.5 
0.8 
2.7 
0.0 
15515-21 
15128-31 
15132-35 
3.8 miles 
H-.5 miles 
9.3 miles 
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5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
50 
55 
40 
45 
50 
55 
Per Cent <0«Q0J; nun clay 
10 IS 20 25 S-D 25 
ULI 
P 880 
P 801 
P 882 
P 885 
P 384 
P 885 
p 586 
0 Datum Point 
Figure 16. Distribution of less than 2 micron clay in paha 
soil profiles. 
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Mechanical analyses of loess samples by Smith (^ 7) reveal 
that the loess in Illinois even at distances very close to 
the source is better sorted than the loess of the paha. 
For example, the data of Smith's shows a total silt con­
tent of 78,2 percent at a distance of less than a mile 
from the floodplain source of the loess. At a distance 
of miles from the floodplain he found an 89.5 percent 
silt content, at a distance of 1^ .7 miles 90 percent silt, 
and at a distance of 2k,2 miles 90.6 percent silt. The 
only appreciable amount of sand he found was 18,7 percent 
at 0,6 miles from the source and 21,5 percent at 1,5 miles 
from the source. Beyond ^ ,5 miles from the source he found 
no sand in the loess. It is of interest to note that 
Smithes data shows the loess in Illinois is well sorted and 
contains sand only a relatively short distance from the 
source. The high content of sand in the soils on the paha 
may indicate that the loess originated very locally. 
Scholtes and Smith (^ -0) postulated a movement of the paha 
loess material as sand sized aggregates of silt, clay and 
sand to explain the poor sorting found in soils on the 
paha. 
Volume weight. Volume weight samples of representa­
tive horizons were obtained in triplicate at the time the 
soil profiles were sampled in the field, A steel cylinder 
90. 
witli a sharp, tapered cutting edge was inserted vertically 
into the soil layer to "be sampled in a careful manner so 
that disturbance of the natural soil structure would be 
kept to a minimum. The cylinder was freed by excavation, 
the outer surface cleaned, and metal cutters inserted into 
the slotted sidev/alls confining a definite volume of soil.* 
After all extraneous soil was removed from each end of the 
cylinder the metal cutters were withdrawn, the known volume 
of soil transferred to metal moisture-retaining containers 
and the containers sealed by tape. The samples were re­
turned to the laboratory, weighed, placed in an oven at 
105-110° C. and dried for 36 to ^ -8 hours. The samples were 
reweighed after drying and the volume weight calculated** 
on an oven dry basis. The data, which represents the aver­
ages of the three determinations are presented in Table 2. 
An examination of the ^ ata in Table 2 reveals an in­
crease in volume weight with depth in most of the profiles. 
For example, P-SSH- increases from 1.26 volume weight In the 
surface to 1.M+ at 36 to ^ -1 inches; P-38I increases from 
*Calculated as follows? Cylinder #ls lolvme sirrah n 
3*1^ 16 (3.6 cm)2(6.cm) s 260,^ 5cc, Cylinder #2: Volume a 
-frrSh - 3.lifl6 (3.5cm)2(6.3?cm) - 2^ .25cc. 
**Volume weight s Wt. oven dry soil 
Wt. equal volume of water 
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Table 2 
Volume Weights of Seven Soil Profiles on Paha, Tama Profile, 
Fayette Profile, and Several Loess and Till Samples from 
Marshall County, and Several Loess Samples from 
Monona County 
Horizon Depth Horizon Volume Moisture 
number (inches) designation weight at sampling 
(percent) 
I 
P "^ 80 (Minimal Brunigra) 
1 2"^  All 1-38 23.1 
2 12-18 BTT 1.32 22,3 
l8-2lf Bti 1,29 19.0 
30-36 0^ 2 1-38 15.5 
P 381 (Medial Brunigra-Oray Brown Podzol Intergrade) 
1 2-6 Att 1.37 26.7 
2 6-9 AoBi 1.32 2k 
3 9-12 Bgi 1A2 25.2 
M- 17-22 Bpt 1.^ 2 25.5 
5 28-36 l.^ •9 22,8 
P 382 (Medial Gray Brown Podzol) 
1 -^-10 Apt 1,3^  22.1 
2 llf-l8 Bpi 1.^  ^ 22.9 
3 2H-3O B?? 1.^ 9 22.0 
h 36-^ 2 B|3 1.^  22.0 
P 383 (Minimal Brunigra) 
1 2-7. Aij 1.35 22.0 
2 12-15 APi 1.20 23,9 
3 18-22 B^ / 1.19 23.? 
h 26-30 bTo 1.21 23.2 
5 36-HO Cjg 1.32 21.0 
P 38^  (Medial Brunigra) 
1 M AoBI 1.26 28.7 
2 9-13 B^ t 1.31 22.M-
3 16-21 B21 1.35 26,2 
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Table 2 (Cont'd) 
Horizon Depth Horizon Volume Moisture 
number (inches) designation weight at sampling 
(percent) 
h 26-31 Boo i,ko 26.9 
5 36-H-I B?5 l.Mf 26.0 
6 53-60 B^  ^ lAl 25,2 
P 38^  (Minimal Brunigra) 
1 2-5 Ait 1.26 26.6 
kin 2 8-11 A^ i 1.1^ + 27.8 
3 18-2U- Bip 1,25 25.7 
M- 30-36 Ctl 1.39 
5 1,37 28.0 
P 386 (Lithosol) 
1 k^ 8 Ai2 1.07 26.5 
2 13-19 Cca 1.21 21,9 
3 25-31 Cca 1.25 20.1 
h 37-^ 7 Cca 1,37 18.7 
P 27 Tama 
1 6-9 Anr, 1.05 20.2 
2 12-1^  A^ BT 1.26 25.8 
3 21-2^  ^ BJT 1.26 26.3 
 ^ 33-36 Bpp 1.35 26.5 
5 H-2-45 B31 1.3M- 25.3 
P 16 Fayette Silt Loam 
1 2-5 Apt 1.2lf 26.2 
2 12-15 Bit 1.30 25.8 
3 21-2^ + Bip 1A5 2M-.9 
 ^ 30-33 BT$ 1.^ 8 28.1 
5 39-^ 2 B21 IA7 26.3 
East Moorhead 
1 25' 1.21 18.1 
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Table 2 (Cont'd) 
Horizon 
number 
Depth Horizon Volume 
(inches) designation weight 
Moisture 
at sampling 
(percent) 
West Moorhead 
2 25' 1.30 18,7 
Marshall County Loess 
1 6» 1.52 20.2 
Marshall County Oxid. Till 
2 16' l,6l 18.3 
Marshall County TJnoxid, Till 
3 28» 1.67 19.0 
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1,37 in the surface to l.M-9 at 28-36 inches and P-38^  
increases from 1.26 in the surface to 1»39 at 30 to 36 
inches. Such differences are greatest in the surface hori­
zons where the volume weight is lowest, and these differ­
ences gradually decrease with depth. Organic agents both 
living and dead are probably the most important factors 
reducing the volume weight of the surface horizons. 
In some profiles, however, the volume weight of the 
surface layer of soil was as high or higher than some of 
the lower layers. In profile P-38O the surface had a volume 
weight of 1.38 which decreased to 1.29 at I8 to 2^  inches 
and again increased to I.38 at 30 to 36 inches. In profile 
P-383 the volume weight, 1.35, was highest at the surface, 
decreased to 1.19 at I8 to 22 inches, and increased again 
to 1.32 at 36 to J+O inches. This may have been due in 
part to the fact that some profiles v;ere collected from 
sites which were \mder cultivation. Cropping of such soil 
areas probably depleted the organic matter content to an 
appreciable extent. 
There is a general relationship of higher volume 
weights for the different soil horizons of the forest de­
rived soils of the paha than for the prairie derived soils. 
This relationship also is true for the Fayette silt loam, 
#16, versus the Tama silt loam, P-27, as the volume weights 
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of the forest derived Fayette soli are higher than those of 
the prairie derived Tama soil. A comparison of the volume 
weights for the Brunlgra soil on the paha, profile P-383» 
and the Tama silt loam, profile P-27, shows that there is 
little difference between the two soils. The Gray-Brown 
Podzol soil on the paha, profile P-382, was also found to 
he very similar to the Fayette silt loam profile #16. 
In addition to the seven soil profiles occurring on 
paha, a Tama soil profile from Tama County, a Fayette soil 
profile from Jackson County, two deep calcareous loess 
samples from Monona County, a calcareous loess sample from 
Marshall County, a calcareous oxidized till sample from 
Marshall County and a calcareous unoxldized till sample 
from Marshall County were sampled for volume weight deter­
minations for comparative purposes. Both the Tama and 
Fayette profiles shovred an Increasing volume weight with 
depth. The deep loess samples from Monona County had a 
smaller volume weight than most of the other soil hori­
zons sampled. The loess in Marshall County, just above 
the till contact was very dense. It was exceeded in 
volume weight by both the oxidized and calcareous till, 
and the unoxldized and calcareous till. The samples from 
Marshall County were exceedingly dense and had high volume 
v/eights. 
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Other Investigators (70) have shown that volume weight 
is not constant but varies with the season and moisture con­
tent at time of measurement. A study of the variations 
reported by these investigators shows that volume weight 
usually, but not always, varies inversely vrith moisture 
content. However, variations due to moisture content can 
be avoided by sampling the soils at field capacity. The 
soils on the paha were all sampled at their approximate 
field capacities. 
Porosity. In addition to the three volume weight 
samples, four smaller porosity soil samples from represen­
tative horizons were obtained at the same time the profiles 
were sampled. Portions of the representative hori250ns 
were selected which contained no visible large root channels, 
worm holes or ant burrows. After each porosity sample was 
obtained it was examined carefully to determine if it con­
tained any apertures. If any apertures were discovered 
after the sample was taken it was discarded and another 
one obtained. 
The porosity samples were taken by vertically inserting 
a small, sharp, tapered steel cylinder into the soil in a 
manner least disturbing to the natural soil structure. 
The steel cylinder contained a securely held but removable 
brass sleeve* which received the porosity soil samples. 
"Volume - 57«75cm^ . 
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Following extraction of the steel cylinder, the brasss sleeve 
was carefully removed, the open ends shaved flush v;ith a 
sharp knife, and the brass sleeve containing the core sample 
was placed in a moisture tight container and sealed ^ r^ith 
tape. 
Upon removal from the containers in the laboratory, the 
brass sleeves containing the core samples were placed on 
small square pieces of cloth in a large pan. The pan was 
filled with distilled water to a level about three-fourths 
of the v/ay up the sides of the brass sleeves. Water, 
entering from below and displacing soil air ahead of it as 
it rose, appeared on the upper surface of the core samples 
after a time. The samples were saturated in this manner 
for about 2'^ • hours and then placed on a moisture plate at 
a tension of ^ 0 centimeters. Baver (8) and Nelson and 
Baver (29) state that the moisture removed imder a tension 
of ^ 0 centimeters is a reliable estimate of non-capillary* 
porosity of the soil, A bell jar to minimize surface 
evaporation was placed over the core samples on the ten­
sion plate. At the end of 2^  hours the core samples were 
removed, weighed, re-saturated with distilled water, their 
permeability determined, oven dried for 36 to W hours, 
'''The term non-capillary porosity is now knovm as 
aeration porosity. 
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and weighed for the last time. From the data obtained the 
aeration, capillary porosities and total porosities and 
volume of soil solids were calculated, The average results 
of the four determinations for each horizon expressed on a 
volume "basis are presented in Table 3 and Figure l6. 
Vol. of ring - ®oil 
0.  ^^  density of soil 
Percent total porosity a '•••" •" - X 100 
Vol. of ring 
or 
Percent total porosity = 3. —volume weight  ^^ QQ 
real specific gravity 
Percent soil solids s 100^  - percent total porosity 
Volume of water lost in oven 
(105® 0.) after core sample had 
been subjected to ^ 0 cm of water 
r, J. jnn tension Percent capillary porosity a ' 
Vol. of brass ring 
Percent aeration porosity n Total porosity - capillary 
porosity 
The data in Table 3» shown diagrammatically in Figure 
16, indicate in general a decreasing aeration porosity, an 
irregular capillary porosity tending somewhat to increase, 
decreasing total porosity, and increasing soil solids with 
increasing profile depth of the soils occurring on the 
Table 3 
Aeration and Capillary Porosity Data of Seven Soil Profiles on Paha, Tama 
Profile, Fayette Profile, and Several Loess and Till Samples from 
Marshall County 
Horizon 
mnnber 
Depth 
(inches) 
Horizon 
designation 
Porosity in percent 
Aeration Capillary Total 
Volume soil 
solid in 
percent 
2 I 
8 
6 
8 
2 
If 
6 
8 
P 380 (Minimal Brunigra) 
7^.8 
50.2 
51.3 
7^.9 
P 381 (Medial Brunigra-Gray Brown Podzol Intergrade) 
2-5 
12-18 
l8-2lf 
30-36 
All 
5ll 
2I2 
Ci2 
10.0 
16.9 
17.2 
11.0 
37.8 
33.3 
3M-.1 
36.9 
2—6 
6-9 
9-12 
17-22 
28-36 
Wo 
1^ 8 
2lf-30 
36-^ 4-2 
& pi 
®23 
®32 
7.3 
10.1 
% 
.^6 
hl,0 
HO.l 
39.3 
UO.8 
39.1 
P 382 (Medial Gray Brown Podzol) 
A. 
B; 21 
'21 
®31 
S33 
7.7 
6.2 
8.5 
6.7 
Uo.l 
39.5 
35.1 
39.1 
if8,3 
50.2 
46.0 
,^2 
3^.7 
if7.8 
5^.7 
ie.6 
h5.S 
2.2 
9.8 
W.7 
52.1 
1.7 
9.8 
5^ .0 
53.8 
56.3 
52.2 
56X 
5?.2 
Table 3 (Cont'd) 
Horizon Depth 
(inches) 
Horizon Porosity in percent VnlnmA sn-n 
number designation Aeration Capillary Total solid in 
percent 
p 383 (Minimal Bnmigra) 
2 
h 
6 
8 
10 
2-7 
12-15 
18-22 
26-30 
36-40 
ipi 
Bll 
=33 
cii 
10.7 
6.2 
17.7 
17.3 
10.5 
38.5 
38.5 
37.5 
i:k 
9^.2 
5^ .7 
55.2 
55.^  
51.3 
g:f 
44,6 
.^7 
P 381t (Medial Bninigra) 
2 
3 
5 
7 
9 
12 
4-9 
9-13 
16-21 
26-31 
36-41 
53-60 
S21 
B23 
B32 
B35 
11-5 
12.3 
11.1 
6.7 
40.8 
38.1 
38.1 
36.5 
w.l 
39.8 
52.3 
50.4 
49.2 
47.0 
;t5.5 
.^5 
9^.6 
50.8 
54.5 
53.5 
P 385 (Minimal Brmiiera) 
2 
h 
7 
9 
11 
8-11 
18-24 
30-36 
4^ 2-^  
C12 
Ci4 
16.8 
21.4 
17.9 
12.3 
9.^  
35.6 
35.V 
38.9 
52.^  
56.9 
52.7 
47.7 
48.3 
h7.6 |f3.1 
7^.3 
52.3 
51.7 
Table 3 (Cont'd) 
Horizon Depth Horizon Porosity in percent Voltoae soil 
number (inches) designation Aeration Capillary Total solid in 
percent 
-^8 
13-19 
25-31 
37-^ 7 
6-9 
12-1^  
21-24 
2-5 
12-1? 
21-24 
30-33 
39^ 2 
Loess 6* 
Oxid. till 16» 
UnoKid. till 28* 
2 
h 
6 
8 
2 
If 
7 
8 
10 
1 
2 
1^2 
jca 
;ca 
'ca 
A irig 
A3B1 
B21 
B 
B 
22 
31 
2^1 
512 
2I3 B 21 
P "^ 86 (Lithosol) 
18.if 
15.3 
16.7 
h.8 
P2Z Tama 
22.2 
lV;8 
11.6 
9.0 
8.5 
P 16 Fayette 
18.2 
1^ .3 
9.1 
6.6 
.^5 
.9 
6.0 
1.0 
36.8 55.2 
36.5 51.8 
36.1 52.8 
h3.h 48.2 
38.1 60,3 
37.7 
41.0 
52.5 
52.6 
39.9 48.9 
ifl.l 1+9.6 
36.8 
36.1 
37.9 
39.7 
Marshal1 County Loess 
ifl.9 
33.2 
36.1 
53.3 
51.1 
m 
Mf.2 
If2.8 
39.2 
37.1 
Mf.8 
k3.2 
k-7.2 
51.8 
1:1 
51.1 
5o.if 
h6,7 
if8.9 
9^.8 
55.5 
55.8 
57.2 
60.8 
62.9 
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paiia. In contrast, the Tama and Fayette soil profiles ex­
hibit a uniform increasing capillary porosity and decreasing 
aeration porosity with increasing profile depth. The 
soils occurring on the paha have a more irregular dis~ 
tribution of aeration and capillary porosity compared to 
other soils (66) (19) in Iowa developed in blanket loess 
areas. 
The general trend in the initial stages of formation 
of a profile like P-38^ from the parent loess on the paha 
is an increase in aeration porosity and total porosity, and 
a decrease in soil solids. Profile P-38H appears to be 
more highly developed than the other soils sampled on the 
paha, and possibly represents a developmental stage which 
will be reached in the future by the other prairie-derived 
profiles, provided of course, that other factors of soil 
formation are equal. 
The calcareous loess and till samples from Marshall 
County show very low aeration porosity values and high 
amounts of soil solids. This would be anticipated from 
the high volume weight figures for these samples. 
The calcareous loess samples from Monona County were 
not satisfactory for calculation of porosity values. Upon 
saturating with vmter the soil in these samples swelled 
or fluffed up and apparently took up considerable water 
-ich-
that vras not removed by the tension of the ^-K) cm column 
of vrater# As a result the values arrived at by standard 
procedures would give a lower total porosity than aeration 
porosity. No explanation is given here for this behavior 
nor is an explanation known. 
Permeability. As previously mentioned in the section 
under porosity, the permeability of the four small soil 
samples was measiared. The procedure used is the same as 
used by Ulrich (66) and Hunter (19)» and closely follov/s 
that described by VJilson, Riecken and Browning (71)* After 
saturation with distilled water, the samples were assembled 
in a v;ater tight system introducing distilled water at the 
bottom of the soil cores under a hydrostatic pressure head 
of 5 centimeters. The elimination of air was effected by 
clamped side outlets at the bottom of the system. The 
water passing through the soil was collected and measured 
in 100 milliliter graduate cylinders. The quantity of 
water vras measured at 5 minute intervals for a total 
elapsed time of 20 minutes. The measurements at 5 minute 
intervals permitted checking the constancy of flow through 
the 20 minute period on which the calculations of per­
meability were based. The average values of the four 
samples from each horizon of each profile, plus the deep 
loess and till samples are presented in Table No 
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Table U-
PermeaMlitles of Seven Soil Profiles on Paha, Tama 
Profile, Fayette Profile, and Several Loess and Till 
Samples from Marshall Coimty, and Several Loess 
Samples from Monona County 
Horizon Depth Horizon Permeability coefficient (K) 
number (inches) designation cm/sec Inches/hr inches/day 
P "^81 (Medial Brunigra-Gray Brown Podzol Intergrade) 
1 2-6 All .0012 1.71 hi. 
2 6-9 APi .0021 2.98 72. 
9-12 B$i .008 11.33 272. 
17-22 Bpo .0010 1.42 3^. 
28-36 B3I .0015 2.13 51. 
P 382 (Medial Gray Brown Podzol) 
1 ^-10 Api .032 V5.36 1089. 
2 1^-18 B21 .0009 1.28 30.7 
2if-30 BOT .0015 2.13 51. 
36-M-2 B33 ,0059 8.29 199. 
P 381 (Minimal Brunigra) 
1 2-7 All ,005^ 7.65 l8lf. 
2 12-15 AoBi .012^+ 17.5 ^20. 
3 18-22 Bit .025^ 35.9 862. 
h 26-30 Bit» .0162 22.89 5^9. 
5 36-W C12 .0032 109. 
P 38^4- (Medial Brunigra) 
1 ^-9 A:sBi .0019 2.69 65. 
2 9-13 Bii .0078 11.06 265. 
3 16-21 Boi . .0029 ^0.39 969. 
M- 26-31 Bi? .008^- 11,m 2Qh, 
5 36-41 b5P .0078 10.98 26^-. 
6 53-60 B^l .0011 1.49 36. 
"'!L06'« 
Table k (Cont'd) 
Horizon Depth Horizon Permeability coefficient (K) 
number (inches) designation cm/see inchcs/hr inches/day 
P 38^ (Minimal Brunigra) 
1 2-5 All ,0798 113.0^ 2713. 
2 8-11 A^Bi .0218 30.83 7^0. 
3 18-2^ Btp .0028 3.97 9?. 
h 30-36 C12 .00if7 6.59 158, 
5 M-2-W C2l^. .0200 28.35 680. 
P 386 (Lithosol) 
1 ^--8 AiP .0325 ^6.01 llOV. 
2 13-19 Oca .0258 36.5 876, 
3 25-31 Oca .OOM-1 5.81 139. 
^ 37-H-7 Cca *001h I.9I ^+6. 
P 27 Tama silt loam 
1 6-9 Ai2 ,020^- 28.91 69H. 
2 12-15 AoBi .0162 ll.J-l-8 275. 
3 21-24 B^i .0036 5.03 121. 
^ 33-36 Bop .0850 12.05 289. 
5 42-% B31 .0098 13.89 333. 
Fayette silt loam - Jackson County 
1 2-5 Api .0103 1^.53 3^9. 
2 12-15 Bii .0003 .M-3 10. 
3 21-24 BiP .0212 29.98 720. 
4 30-33 Bi3 .0094 13.32 320. 
5 39-^2 Bg .0004 .57 1^. 
Loess in cut west of Moorhead 
Approximately 25' 
in depth .0003 0.35 8,4 
Loess in cut east of Moorhead 
Approximately 25' 
in depth .0004 0.64 15.4 
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Table h (Cont'd) 
Horizon Depth Horizon Permeability coefficient (K) 
niunber (inches) designation cm/sec inches/hr inches/day 
Loess in Marshall Cotinty 
1 6' below surface loess .0031 ^.32 lOH-, 
2 16• calc. oxid, till .000^ ,57 13.7 
3 28» calc. rnioxid. till 0. 0. 0, 
permeability data are given for profile P-380 because these 
samples when brought to the laboratory v/ere found to contain 
hibernated ants. In the warmth of the laboratory the ants 
became active and tunneled throughout the soil cores. Re­
currence of this situation was eliminated by avoiding 
sampling in any portion of a profile in which there was evi­
dence of ants, and also by placing 3 drops of toluene in 
the permeability cans before they were sealed. It was con­
sidered that the toluene vaporized and prevented any insect 
or biological action that might otherwise have taken place 
and affected the permeability measurement. 
The permeability values presented in Table h and in 
Figure 17 should be interpreted with caution on a qualita­
tive rather than a quantitative basis. Considerable 
variation from sample to sample within horizons was the 
rule rather than the exception. The data show the prairie 
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derived soils on the paha to have a somewhat greater per­
meability throughout most of the profile than the forest 
derived soils on the paha. The variability of the data is 
so great, however, that no conclusions can be reached 
regarding the significance of the differences. The Gray 
Brown Podzol on the paha, profile P-382, has permeability 
values which decrease to a minimum in the Ag horl25on. The 
Fayette silt loam profile #l6 also has lowest permeability 
values in the A2 horizon. Although these two forest de­
rived soils have permeability values which have a somewhat 
similar trend with depth in the profile, no conclusions as 
to differences between them can be reached on the basis of 
the permeability data. The prairie derived soil on the 
paha, profile P-383, and the prairie derived soil on blan­
ket loess, Tama silt loam, profile P-27, both have rather 
high permeability values throughout their respective pro­
files, The permeability data for these soils does not 
serve as a basis for determining soil differences which 
may exist. 
Worm holes were very prominent in some samples. When 
core samples contained worm holes or channels extending 
through the core, widely divergent results were obtained. 
The results from such core samples were discarded in 
calculating the average permeability for any particular 
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soil layer. Smith and Browning (U-9) stated that to stan­
dardize permeability measurements, cores in which root and 
worm holes occurred should be discarded. 
The results reported in Table h are based on the 
following formula: 
Q a K A 
L 
where: Q - quantity of water in ml/sec 
L - length of core in cm (3#8 cm) 
H a hydrostatic head in cm (?.0 cm) 
A s cross-sectional areas in sq, cm (3«1^ x 2.2^ a 
15.20 cm^) 
K s permeability coefficient per unit hydraulic 
gradient. 
Rearranging: K a -JL- Q 
IIA 
and: K (cm/sec) s Q o .O^Q 
(5.0)(15.20) 
K (in/hr) - — Q s 70,87Q 
(5.0)(15.20)(2.5^-) 
K (in/day) - (K In/hr) (2^) 
Other investigators (8) have shovm a correlation be­
tween aeration porosity and permeability. Ulrlch (66) and 
Hunter (19) report from their studies that decrease in 
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perraeability was accompanied "by a decrease in aeration 
porosity and an increase in clay acc\mulation. It is prob­
able that there is a range of optiraum clay content for 
favorable structure and maximum permeability. In some 
cases the clay content may not be sufficient for the most 
favorable structure and aggregation. This may explain low 
permeability values for soil horizons with low clay con­
tent such as are found in some of the soils on the paha. 
Another factor which may have considerable influence on 
soil permeability, is the presence in the soil of Insects, 
worms, burrowing animals and crotovinas. It has been ob­
served that the soils of the paha contain many Insects and 
animals, all of which doubtless influence the permeability 
of the soils on the paha. It should be noted that the 
permeability method used in this study may not actually 
indicate the true permeability of the soil under field 
conditions. It is possible that some of the 1O\J per­
meability values obtained for subsoil horizons may be a 
result of a breakdown or puddling of the structural aggre­
gates where the water is introduced into the soil core. 
Such a puddling effect could result in lower permeability 
values which would not be a reflection of the true per­
meability of the soil under field conditions. With the 
exception of profile P-38^ the soils on the paha have 
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weakly developed structure. Hovrever, the Tama and Fayette 
soils developed in blaiiket loess that were sampled con­
formed to Ulrich's (66) observation and contained minimum 
permeability in the zone of maximum clay accuraulation, the 
B2 hori25on. 
The high permeability of the surface horizons seems 
to be correlated with the virgin condition. In cases where 
the permeability of the surface is very high, the soil pro~ 
file was obtained from virgin areas. In such areas the 
abundance of roots and worm holes made it impossible to 
select cores which did not contain channels of one sort or 
another. The relationships of aeration porosity to per­
meability of the various soil profiles sampled are shown 
graphically in Figure 17. 
Chemical Studies 
Soil reaction or pH. Ten gram samples of air dry 
soil were weighed out and 2? milliliters of distilled 
water added. The samples were stirred and allowed to 
stand for half an hour. The samples were stirred again 
and the pH was determined by use of glass electrodle. 
Table ^ shows results of the pH determinations. 
With the exception of one horizon in profile P-383 
and the entire profile P-386, each profile was acid in 
reaction in all of its horizsons. The soils on the paha 
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Table ? 
pH of Seven Soil Profiles on Paha 
Horizson Depth Horizon 
ntunber (inches) designation pH 
P :=^80 (Minimal Brimigra) 
2 2-5 All 
5-9 Ai2 6.1 
9-12 AoBi 6.3 
5 12-18 BJi*^ 6.3 
6 18-.2U- Bi2 6.2? 
7 2^-30 Cii 6.25 
8 30-36 Ci2 5.95 
P-381 (Medial Brunigra-Gray Brown Podzol Intergrade) 
1 0-6 All 6.35 
2 6-9 A^Bi 6.1 
9-12 B5i 5.8 
12-17 B22 
5 17-22 Bg? 5.1 
6 22-28 B$i 5.35 
7 28-36 Bop 5.^+5 
8 36-H-8 Cji 5.6 
P-382 (Medial Gray Brown Podzol) 
1 P~^ All 6.5 
2 W-10 Api 5.7 
3 10-1^ Bii 5.^ 
i I»f-18 Bpi 5.^ 
5 l8-2lf B^5 5.3 
6 2^^-30 Bfi 5.3 
7 30-^6 B^2 ?•?? 
8 36—H-2 5.^5 
9 H-2-if8 cii 5.6 
10 »+8-60 C12 5.8 
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Table 5 (Cont'd) 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
number (inches) designation pH 
(Minimal Brunigra) 
2-7 All 
7-12 AI2 5.9 
12-15 A^St 6.2 
5 15-18 A^Bi 6.05 
6 18-22 Bii 6A5 
7 22-26 BiP 6.If 
8 26-30 Bi^ 6.H5 
9 30-36 Cii 6.5 
10 36-M-O CI2 6,6 
11 H-0-50 Cn-i 6.6 
12 50 • Oca 8.1+ 
P-38U- (Medial Brunigra) 
1 0-M" All 5*8 
2 ^-9 AOBI 6.35 
3 9-13 Bii 6.15 
h 13-16 Bi2 6.05 
5 16-21 Bpi 5.2 
6 21-26 B22 5.15 
7 26-31 B23 4.95 
8 31-36 B?i 5.2 
9 36-^fl BIO 5.2 
10 H.l-lf7 B^o 5.5 
11 ^7-53 5.6 
12 53-60 63^ 5.7 
P-385 (Minimal Brunigra) 
5-8 A12 ^.8 
8-11 A3B1 i+.8 
5 11-iH- A'sBi 5.6 
6 m-i8 Bii 5.^5 
7 l8-2if Bi2 5.25 
8 2lf-30 Gil 5.7 
9 30-36 C12 5.7 
10 36-^2 Cry 5.95 
11 fe-M-S CiJ. 6.05 
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Table 5 (Cont'd) 
Horizon 
number 
Depth 
(inches) 
Horizon 
designation pH 
P-386 (Lithosol) 
1 
2 
e 
t 
7 
8 
0-^ 
^--8 
8-13 
13-19 
19-25 
25-31 
31-37 
37-^7 
^11 
Cca 
^ca 
Cca 
Cca 
Cca 
7.6 
7.8 
8.0 
8,0 
8.1 
8.1 
8,25 
8.3 
were more acid in the surface horizons than in the B hori­
zons in some instances, hut in others the surface layers 
were less acid than the B horizons. In general the soil 
horizons became less acid at depths of 36 inches than the 
horizons above. Advancing profile development seems to 
accompany increasing soil acidity. For example, profiles 
P-381, P-382 and P-38^ were more acid throughout their 
profile depth than the other soils on the paha. These 
three profiles were the only ones sufficiently well 
developed to be classed as medial for their respective 
Great Soil Groups. P-38I reached miniirium pH of 5*1 at 
17 to 22 inches in depth, P-382 a minimum pH of 5*3 at 
18 to 30 inc]ies in depth, and P-38^-, the most well de­
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veloped of all the profiles, reached a minirauin pH of ^«9 
at a depth of 26 to 31 Inches. However, profile P-385 is 
not well developed and yet is more acid than profile P-38^-. 
This is difficult to explain on any basis other than pos­
sible differences in lime content of the parent material 
when it was deposited. Most of the profiles are most acid 
in the B horizon, but profiles P-383 and P-385 are the 
exceptions to this, being most acid in the A horizons. 
There are no consistent differences in pH between the 
Brunigra soils and the Gray Brown Podzol soils on the 
paha. Some of the Brunigra soils have higher pH values 
throughout their profile than the forest derived soils. 
On the other hand some of the Brunigra soils have pH 
values equally low or lower than the forest derived soils. 
The Tama silt loam, profile P-27, has higher pH values 
throughout the entire profile than does the Fayette silt 
loam #l6. The greatest differences in pH between the 
two soils occur in the lower portion of the A horizon 
and the upper portion of the B horizon. For example, 
in the horizon of the Fayette soil the pH is ^•.6 com­
pared to a pH of 5.3 in the A2 horizon of the Tama soil, 
Hov;ever, as profile depth increases the pH differences 
become smaller, and the pH is about the same at depths 
of 60 inches or more. 
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Avallable phosphorus and potassium. The available 
phosphorus and potassium was determined by methods used 
by the Soil Testing Laboratory of Iowa State College, The 
method of determining available phosphorus was by a modi­
fication of the Bray #1 method as follows: a 1-^ gram soil 
sample was treated with 0.03N KHij.F in W HClj shaken and 
filtered. To the filtrate molybdate-sulfuric acid reagent 
was added, plus 2 drops of stannous chloride. The solu­
tion was allowed to stand 5 minutes and then read in a 
photelometer« The conversion from ppm P on the curve as 
determined by P standards to pounds per acre of P in the 
soil was accomplished by multiplying the results by 1^ , 
The determination of potassium was accomplished by 
use of the sodium perchlorate method as follows: lOcc 
of neutral 22$^ sodium perchlorate was added to a 5 gram 
soil sample, shaken, filtered and cooled with running 
water. Two ml. of cool alcohol solution were added to 
cool cobaltinitrite solution and shaken. A two ml. ali­
quot of filtrate was injected rapidly into the mixture, 
allowed to stand ^ minutes and then read in the photelo­
meter. The ppm K as determined by K standards on the 
curve was converted to pounds per acre of K by multiplying 
the result by U', 
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The resiilts of the P determinations, shown in Tahle 6, 
indicate considerable variability as to available P in the 
soils occurring on the paha. Profile P-38O shows a very 
lovr supply of available P in the upper horizons. Profiles 
P-381, P~383, ?-3Qh and P-386 are low in P in the upper 
horizons* Profiles P-382 and P-385 are medium in the 
upper horizons. All the soil profiles sampled on the paha 
would require applications of P for maximum production of 
corn, small grain and legume crops. Application of 60 
pounds of P2O5 acre are currently recommended for 
soils very low in available P, 20 pounds for soils which 
are low, and 1^ pounds for soils with a medium supply of 
available P, 
The results from the available K determinations, given 
in Table 6, of the soils on the paha indicate a rather low 
level of available K for all but one horizon of one soil, 
the surface horizon of P-38^i-. Profile P-383 is very low 
in available K tliroughout the entire profile depth. Cur­
rent recommendations by the Soil Testing Laboratory are 
that values of 200 pounds or less per acre of available K 
imrrant the application of potash fertilizer for corn. 
Where only 130 pounds or less per acre of K is available, 
potash fertilizer is recommended for legtutne crops. 
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Table 6 
Available Phosphorous and Potassium of Seven Soil 
Profiles on Paha 
Horison Depth Horizon Available P, Available K, 
number (inches) designation pounds/acre pounds/acre 
P"!^80 (Minimal Brunigra) 
A-i 1 2«0 165 
5-9 Ai2 1,0 160 
9-12 AtBi 1.0 165 
5 12-18 Bli 2.5 160 
6 l8-2li- Bni 18.0 170 
7 2^0 ct 15.0 160 
8 30-36 C12 19.0 160 
P-381 (Medial Brunigra-Gray Brown Podzol Intergrade) 
1 0-6 All 3.5 175 
2 6-9 APi M-.5 120 
3 9-12 Bi-i M-.o 125 
M- 12-17 Boo 3.5 110 
5 17-22 Bp? 2.5 105 
6 22-28 Bti 9.5 105 
7 28-36 B^p 26.5 110 
8 36-48 Cii 51.0 125 
P-382 (Medial Gray Brovm Podzol) 
1 O-lf All 8,5 160 
2 h-lO Api 9.0 100 
3 10-14 Bii 7.5 1^ 
4- 14-18 Bpi 9.5 1^ 
5 18-24 Boo 12.0 145 
6 24-30 B^i 29.5 160 
7 30-36 B32 37.0 150 
8 36-42 Boo 42.0 125 
9 fe-48 Oil 33.0 150 
10 48-60 C12 19.0 115 
120-
Table 6 (Cont'd) 
Horizon Depth Horizon Available P, Available K, 
number (Inches) designation pounds/acre pounds/acre 
P-^S."^ (Minimal Brunigra) 
2 2-7 All 6.5 110 
3 7-12 Ai5 ^.0 p 
h 12-15 AtBi 3.5 85 % 1^-18 a^BJ 3.5 105 
I 6 18-22 Bii M-.5 105 
7 22-26 Bip 5.0 105 
8 26-30 Bif 7.0 110 
9 30-36 Cii 7.5 85 
10 36-Jk) C12 12.0 95 
11 W-50 Cio 12.0 85 
12 50 3.0 85 
P-38H (Medial Brunigra) 
1 O-h Att ^.0 Hoo 
2 M-9 A^BI 2.0 200 
3 9-13 -Bli 6.5 220 
h 13-16 Bii ^.0 210 
5 16-21 bJi 1.0 160 
6 21-26 bIp 3.5 1^ 
26-31 bII 19.0 160 
1 li i 
10 M-l-»f7 B^Ci U-2.0 130 
11 ^7-53 B^CT 26.5 130 
12 53-60 B^cJ 29.5 115 
P-385 (Minimal Brunigra) 
2 2-5 All 8.0 225 
3 5-8 ATp 18.0 200 
M- 8-11 A^Bi 21.0 210 
5 11-1^ a^BT 2.5 130 
6 llf-l8 Bii 5.0 175 
7 l8-2lf BTp 19.0 200 
8 2if-30 Oil 2I+.O 125 
9 30-36 C12 29.5 
10 36-M-2 C?o 26.5 150 
11 M-2-H8 2^,0 200 
Table 6 (Cont'd) 
Horizon Depth 
number (inches) 
Horizon Available Pj• Available Kj 
designation pounds/acre pounds/acre 
1 
2 
I 
O-M-
^-8 
8-33 
13-19 
19-25 
2?-31 
31-37 
37-^7 
P-386 (Lithosol) 
^11 At Kg 3^ca 
c 
ca 
CO. 
ca 
ica 
ca 
'+.5 
2.0 
1*0 
liO 
1.0 
IkO 
1*0 
1*0 
170 
1^ 
70 
65 
130 
75 
110 
90 
Soil tests are usTially made only on the soil to plow 
depth, and recommendations are based on values for the sur­
face horizon. On this basis potash fertilizer for corn 
would be recommended for profiles P-38O, P-38l» P-382, 
P-383 and P-.386» Potash fertilizer would be recommended 
for legume crops on profile P-383. Table 6 summarizes 
the available P and K data. 
Data of the Soil Testing Laboratory at Ames from a 
total of 9^ samples tested in 19^9 from Blackhawk County 
showed that only 16,3 percent of the samples had a medium-
high or high amount of available potassium. Data for the 
same year for Clayton County showed 29.5 percent of I5l8 
samples tested had an available potassium content of 
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medium-hlgli to high, Tama County data for the same year 
showed 56.1 percent of 262 samples tested had a medium-high 
or high content of available potassium. The soils in 
Blackhawk County are mostly derived from lowan glacial 
drift whereas the soils in Clayton County are derived 
mostly from Peorian loess as are the soils in Tama County. 
The rating of available potassium content by the Soil 
Testing Laboratory is as follows: 
Rating 
(for available) Available potassium 
( potassium ) (lbs, -per acre) 
High above 250 
Medium-high 200-2^9 
Medium 150-199 
Low lOO-lM-9 
V ery low 100 
From the data on the soils of the paha it is evident 
that they approximate rather closely the available potas­
sium content of the lowan glacial drift derived soils or 
the Peorian loess derived soils from northeast Iowa, Pro­
file P-38H- would rate high as to available potassium con­
tent, P-385 as medium-high, P-380, P-38I, P-382 and P-386 
as medium, and P-383 as low. The available phosphorus 
and potassim data show that there are no consistent dif­
ferences between the forest derived soils and the prairie 
derived soils on the paha. 
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It is of Interest to note that the available potassium 
content of the surface soils on the paha seems to be most 
similar to the lowan glacial drift derived soils or the 
Peorian loess derived soils of northeast Iowa. They seem 
to be much lower on the average in available potassium 
than are the loess derived soils of southeast Iowa, It is 
recognized that the number of observations of soils on the 
paha is too small to permit drawing any definite conclu­
sions. 
Most of the samples tested by the Soil Testing Labora­
tory at Ames are from cultivated fields. However, some 
samples from permanent pastures which have been tested 
show that pasture or virgin areas tend to give higher 
amounts of available potassium by as much as 100 pounds 
or more for comparable soils. As only one profile, P-386, 
was sampled in a cultivated field, it seems reasonable to 
expect that the available potassium contents for the soils 
on the paha might be even lower had they been secured from 
cultivated fields. This may be taken as further evidence 
which might help substantiate the contention that the 
loess of the paha originated locally from the ad;jacent 
lowan drift plain and is not the same as the loess of 
southeast Iowa, 
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The available K figures seem to indicate again that 
profile P~38^- is considerably different from the other 
soils found on the paha. Profile shov:s more develop­
ment than the other profiles sampled and also,other pro­
files observed on the paha. Perhaps this profile is the 
result of local accumulation of loess vrhich was higher 
in finer material, silt plus clay, and lower in sand than 
was the case for the loess of the other paha. Wo data 
are available, however, from this study to draw any con­
clusions as to the reasons for the existing differences* 
Exchangeable cations. In order to study further the 
relationship beti-reen commonly occurring prairie and forest 
derived soils on the paha and prairie and forest derived 
soils developed from blanket loess, the exchangeable hydro­
gen, calcium and magnesium were determined on selected 
horizons of two soil profiles developed from loess on palia 
by methods outlined by Black (9). Similar data for the 
Tama series (^8), P-27, and a profile of the Payette 
series (69) was already available. Samples obtained from 
the same ti-zo locations \-fere used in this study for measure­
ments of porosity, volume weight and permeability. 
Exchangeable hydrogen was determined by leaching 
duplicate ten gram samples of soil vjith 2^0 ml, of neutral 
normal barium acetate. The leachate was titrated with 
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0,1 normal sodium hydroxide, using phenolphthalein as an 
indicator. Results are expressed in milliequivalents per 
100 grams of oven dry soil. 
Exchangeable calcium and magnesium were determined 
in the ammonium acetate extract of the soils. Calcium 
was double precipitated as calcium oxalate and titrated 
with potassiTM permanganate. Magnesium was precipitated 
as magnesium hydrogen phosphate and titrated with standard 
base. 
Exchangeable calcium as shown in Table 7 is high in 
the horizon of both prairie and forest derived profiles. 
It increases in the B horizon and becomes as high or 
higher in the C horizon as it is in the A horizon. For 
example, the Tama silt loam profile P-27, has 11,3 milli-
equivalents of exchangeable calcium in the horizon, 
1^,0 in the Bg horizon and 13.^ in the C horizon. The 
exchangeable calcium content of the prairie derived soil 
on the paha, profile P-383» is very similar to that of 
the Tama soil. The Fayette silt loam profile #16, has 
8,2 milliequivalents of calcium in the horizon, 1.9 
in the Ag horizon, 8.3 in the Bg horizon and 10,5 in the 
C horizon. Profile P-382, the forest derived soil on 
the paha, has a similar trend of exchangeable calcium 
content \^ith profile depth except that it has somewhat 
Table 7 
Exchangeable H, Ca, Mg, Ca/Mg Ratio and Base Saturation of Selected Layers of 
Two Paha Loess Derived Soils and a Profile Each of Tama and Fayette Series 
Profile Deptti Exch» H Exch. Ca Exch. Mg Ratio Base 
(inches) me/100 g. me/100 g. meAOO g. Ca/ilg saturation 
soil soil soil percent 
P-382 0-lf 1.^  8.9 3.8 89 
1^0 2,6 5.6 2.3 2.5 75 
3.8 9.8 U-.6 2.1 79 
2Jt-30 3.8 9.0 .^3 2.1 78 
if8-60 2,h 9.8 .^5 2.2 fe 
Ko. 16, 0-3t 8.2 .^1 2.0 73 
Fayette 1.9 1.8 1.1 36 
silt loam 92~12g' 6»5 1.5 1.3 1.2 30 
(^ 5) 22-26 7.6 6.8 3.3 2.1 57 
26-29| 8.0 8.3 3.8 2.2 62 
5.1 10.5 5.1 2.1 75 
P-383 2-7 5.3 9.8 3.6 2.7 71 
7-12 3.7 11.2 3.9 2.9 80 
18-22 2.3 10.8 2.6 87 
26-30 1.9 10.7 2.^ - 89 
50-60 Free lime 5.3 9.^  100 
P-27> Tama 0-6 8.0 11.3 .^1 2.7 67 
silt loam 9-12 5.2 13.1 2.7 78 
(W 18-21 4.1 12.9 6.1 2.1 83 
2if-27 3.3 15.0 6.5 2.3 87 
1.0 I3.V 
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greater amounts of exchangea'ble calcium in comparable 
soil horiaons. It has 8.87 milliequivalents of exchange­
able calcium in the horizon, 5*6 in the Ag horizon, 
8.96 in the horizon and 9.8^  in the C horizon. The 
exchangeable magnesium content is lowrer than the ex­
changeable calcitim content in all profiles of the soils 
studied. The exchangeable magnesium content is lovrest 
in the A horizons of the prairie and forest derived soils 
on the paha, and the Tama silt loam, P-27, and increases 
with profile depth. The Payette silt loam profile #l6, 
decreases from an exchangeable magnesium content of ^ •.l 
milliequivalents in the surface to 1.3 in the upper B 
horizon and then increases to 5.1 in the C horizon. Ex­
changeable hydrogen in the Xmo forest derived profiles, 
P-382 and the Fayette silt loam, #l6, is least in the A^  ^
horizon and increases with depth to the C horizon where 
it again decreases. In prairie derived profiles the 
greatest amount of exchangeable hydrogen is in the Aj^  
horizon, gradually decreasing to a small amount in the C 
horizon. 
The percent base saturation and the ratio of ex­
changeable calcium to magnesium is similar for the forest 
derived soil profile of the paha and the Fayette siH 
loam #16. Likewise the percent base saturation and calcium 
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to magnesitM ratio of the prairie derived profile of the 
paha and the Tama silt loam P-27» are similar. A lowered 
exchangeable calcium to magnesium ratio has sometimes 
been suggested as a criteria of more intense or advanced 
soil weathering (10), However, the differences of the 
exchangeable calcium to magmesium ratio between any of 
the profiles listed in Table 7 are small. Prom this it 
may be inferred that the chemical and mineralogical 
weathering for the soils is at about the same stage. 
More information is needed as to the significance of 
differences in chemical properties between soils before 
the differences such as were found between the soils of 
the paha and soils of the blanket loess areas can be cor­
rectly evaluated. 
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DISCUSSION 
Although the presence of paha have "been recognized 
for more than 70 years (27)7 no coordinated effort had 
been made to chart their frequency and distribution. 
They have been studied and discussed by earlier workers 
as geological phenomena of interest primarily because 
of their peculiarities. The explanation has been sought 
for their origin, topography, orientation, distribution, 
intrinsic composition and characteristics in general. 
Until recently soils workers attached no special signifi­
cance to paha as regards classification or genesis of 
soils occurring on them. The aim of this study was to 
investigate those aspects of the paha which might improve 
the classification and increase knowledge of genesis and 
formation of the soils occurring on them, with geological 
information secondary, and confined primarily to phases 
which might have influenced soil development. 
To determine the importance of the paha to soil 
classification, it was considered necessary to add to the 
knowledge of their distribution. Riecken and Smith (36) 
indicated the presence of eleven paha on the lowan drift 
plain on their map of principal soil parent materials 
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in lovra. Scholtes and Smith C'+O) later showed a total of 
about ?0 paha. Mapping of the paha, in reconnaissance, 
demonstrated that they are more widely distributed than 
had been formerly thought. More than 100 paha have been 
located during the field phases of this study and their 
distribution within the lowan drift borders is illustrated 
in Figure 2. Doubtless detailed traverses in the field 
would reveal considerable numbers of additional paha. 
The results of this portion of the study indicate that 
paha are numerous enough to warrant attention from the 
aspect of soil classification and soil manageraent. 
The traverse of deep borings made across an isolated 
paha in Grundy County illustrated the relationship of the 
loess thickness on the paha to the loess thickness on 
the lowan till. On this particular paha the thickness of 
eolian material vms uniformly thick from the crest of the 
paha to the lower portion of the slope whereas it thinned 
rather rapidly from the crest to the foot of the slope on 
the south side. The lowan till was encountered beneath 
the loess at about the same depth on each side of the 
Kansan till nucleus of the paha. The Kansan till nucleus 
was foiind to contain a buried fossil soil on its surface 
with a sequence of normal horizons, possibly an intergrade 
between Gray Brovm Podzol and Red Podzol, In one location 
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the loiran contained an incorporated Kansan till "boulder", 
indicating a possible plovring and scouring of a portion 
of the Kansan high by the lowan glacier. It is inter­
preted here that the presence of the buried fossil soil 
with its complement of normal horizons on the Kansan till 
high indicates that the lowan glacier did not override 
the Kansan till at that place. An overriding of the 
Kansan nucleus by the lovan glacier would likely have re­
sulted in ploT'Tilng or disturbing the normal soil profile 
formed on the Kansan till. Furthermore, no fresh till 
was encountered above or in the surface of the burled Kan­
san till derived soil as might have been expected had 
the Kansan been overriden. No pebbles of any kind were 
encountered either immediately below the loess or in the 
surface of the burled Kansan till derived soil. 
The loess on the lowan till in the iinmediate vicinity 
of the palia was found to be thin, averaging about 2 feet 
thick. Although this situation by no means holds true 
for all the pah.a, more often than not the loess adjacent 
to the paha is of this order of thickness, namely 1-3 feet. 
The high point of the Kansan nucleus is only about 
1? feet higher than the highest point of the surface of 
the adjacent lowan till. This represents a very small 
prominence in elevation not to have been overridden by 
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the lowan glacier. However no measurement is available 
of the thickness of the lowan till adjacent to or at some 
small distance, say 100 to 500 feet from the paha. There­
fore, the Kansan prominence may have been rather high in 
relation to this pre-Iowan surface some distance away from 
the present recorded Kansan till nucleus. Consequently, 
the height of the lowan drift on the side of the Kansan 
nucleus may still represent a considerable thickness of 
lowan till. The lowan till reposing at the same eleva­
tion on both sides of the Kansan nucleus may be a further 
indication that the lowan drift moved around the Kansan 
prominence and did not override it. 
The problem of the paha from geological aspects has 
been recognized (33) as composed of two parts, namely, the 
origin of the till nucleus and of similar pahoid hills 
with no loess, and the origin of the loess cap. Concerning 
the former, an attempt was made to determine the compara­
tive elevations of paha to hills of similar shape and 
elevation, and to the lowan drift plain. The results 
obtained from traverses x-j-ith an altimeter reveal in some 
instances high points on the lowan drift which are only 
a few feet below high points on a paha. Doubtless the 
height of the lowan drift (see Figure 13)) is greater in 
these instances than that of the pre-Iowan nucleus when 
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the thickness of loess on the paha is deducted from the 
total elevation. In other instances, which are the most 
common, the elevation of the paha v;ill be higher by 20 to 
50 feet or more than adjacent hills of pahoid form which 
have no loess as in Figure iV. In all instances observed 
in the field the pahoid hills with no loess are invariably 
covered with lowan till, and contain no loess or only a 
small amount comparable to that found over the pebble band 
on the adjacent lowan drift plain. Wherever the paha have 
been observed in this study, the nucleus was always found 
to be a pre-Iowan nucleus that showed no evidence of having 
been overridden by the lowan glacier. The nuclei have 
almost invariably been of Kansan till, but a few paha have 
been found to have rock nuclei upon which is found a resi­
dual soil. One paha in Butler County, three in Winnishiek 
County and one in Dubuque County have so far been found with 
rock nuclei upon which no pre-Iowan till was evident. 
On the basis of field observations and studies, the 
conclusion is reached here that hills of pahoid form with 
no loess usually represent pre-Iowan highs that have been 
overridden and covered by the lowan till. The vegetation 
was prestimably obliterated by glacial action and no 
catchment was provided for the materials which must have 
been moved about by the wind when the lowan drift plain 
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was still bare of vegetation, PahE} on the other hand, 
originated it seems because the pre-Iowan high which form 
their nuclei were not overridden by the lowan glacier. 
Hence, their vegetation, either living or dead, forest or 
prairie, remained as a source of lodgement for the mater­
ials moved about on the unvegetated lowan plain by the 
wind • 
The reason for the presence of the pre-Iowan high, 
predominantly Kansan in character, is not apparent at this 
time. The nuclei of the paha have been sometimes ejcplained 
as drumlins (16) (33) which have been thickly coated with 
loess, but lack of Kansan drumlins in other Kansan areas 
makes this seem unlikely. Still another explanation of 
the paha nuclei is that they are the result of accretions 
of pre-Iowan till around a high rock prominence or out­
crop. However, borings to iHO feet showed only glacial 
drift (32), 
That vegetation likely existed on the pre-Iowan 
nuclei of the paha is borne out by the presence of buried 
soils on the surface of the nuclei. Had there been no 
vegetation on these nuclei immediately preceding or during 
the advance of the lowan glacier it is likely that the 
solm of the pre-Iowan landscape vrould have been removed 
by geologic erosion. The burled soils on the paha are 
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morphologically similar to the buried Karisaii soils outside 
the lowan drift border. These buried soils outside the 
lowan drift border were covered only by the Wisconsin 
loess (22), The buried soils on the paha represent soils 
which were a reflection of the dominant soil forming fac-
torw^  operative at that locale. Consequently, buried soils 
sirailar to Gray Brovm Podzolic, Brunigra, VJeisenboden and 
Planosol soils such as exist on the present land surface 
are enco-untered. Further indication of the presence of 
vegetation is the occurrence of numerous root pipestems 
at the contact of the loess and buried till derived soil. 
Fossil mollusks found at the contact zone indicate a vege­
tative environment for the faunal population existed 
similar to that of today (^ v2) * 
From the morphology of the soils sampled on the paha, 
it appears that the soils will be confined to a few Great 
Soil Groups. The soils observed belong either to the 
Brunigra, Gray Brown Podzol, intergrades of these and 
Lithosol Great Soil Groups. The paha have been described 
as being originally forested (27)• But it is evident from 
soils information that many of the paha observed in this 
study must have had a native vegetation of prairie for a 
considerable portion of the period since the loess was 
deposited as no evidence of the soil structure usually 
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found in the B horizon of Gray Brown Podzolic soils was 
observed. The loess on the paha represents an accumula­
tion of loess probably predominantly lowan in age but 
which may represent deposition from lowan time to post-
Mankato time. The absence of any thick mantle of loess 
over most of the surface of the lowan, except on the paha, 
would seem to indicate that any increments of Tazewell and 
post-Tazewell loess, Gary and post-Gary loess, and Mankato 
and post-Mankato loess must have been small. 
The writer submitted fossil vrood samples for age de­
terminations by radioactive carbon assays to the Institute 
for Nuclear Studies at the University of Chicago (5). 
These fossil wood samples were obtained from a forest bed 
buried in loess in Polk County beneath a VJisconsin till, 
now tentatively designated as Gary (37)• Results of the 
age determinations showed the wood to be more than 17,000 
years old. Because the buried loess in Polk County is 
likely lowan and post-Iowan, and/or Tazewell and post-
Tazewell loess, it is probably a correlative of the loess 
on the paha. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume 
that most of the loess of the paha was deposited about 
17,000 years ago. The upper portion of the paha loess 
in which the modern soil profile is developed may be as 
late as post-Mankato in age, although it seems unlikely 
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for most of the paha lie deep within the lowan drift plain. 
There was not a sufficiently long time interval "between 
the suhages of the Wisconsin age in which to develop a 
profile which would serve as a marker for the different 
times of deposition in these paha. 
Morphologically, some of the soils occurring on the 
paha which were sampled appear to "be similar to the Monona, 
Tama, Downs and Fayette series. The calcareous Llthosol 
occurring on the paha is morphologically similar to the 
Ida series except that the organic zone is thicker than 
is normal for the Ida series. The profile is also cal­
careous to the surface, whereas much of the uneroded Ida 
series does not contain lime in the surface horizon. 
The soil survey of a paha in Benton County serves 
to illustrate the distrl"butlon of soils of different 
development with topography. Minimal Brunigra soils pre­
dominated on the paha mapped and usually occurred on the 
steeper slopes where erosion might have been an important 
factor and on the slopes that are more exposed to solar 
radiation. In coves and on more gentle slopes the medial 
Brunigra soils predominated. 
Particle size analysis of the different horizons 
showed that some profiles as P-382 and P-38M- have an 
accumulation of clay in the B horizon, "but that other 
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profiles as P-38O, P-383j P-385 and P-386 had little or 
no concentration of clay in the B horizon. Profile P-385 
exhibits considerable variability in amounts of clay in 
successive horizons. Irregular distribution of clay in 
cases like this may be a reflection of differences vrhich 
existed in the original unweathered parent material. 
Sorting of the loess is very poor in all the profiles 
with the exception of profile P-38^ « In this profile 
better sorting is evident. Assigning the same time for 
development of this profile as the other profiles, the 
higher proportion of clay and fine silt contained in the 
upper portion of the original parent material is likely 
to have been the cause of its medial development. The 
forest derived soil sampled on a paha exhibited poor 
sorting compared to the other soils on the paha. 
The poor sorting of the loess on the paha is diffi­
cult to explain, for even coarse loess close to Its source 
has been shown to be rather well sorted. In Illinois 
(^ 7) Smith found in his Traverse 1 that at 0,6 miles from 
the bluffs the loess contained 18,7 percent sand and more 
than 70 percent silt. But at miles from the bluffs 
the loess contained 2,7 percent sand and more than 80 
percent silt. At greater distances the loess contained 
no sand with a silt content of about 80 and 90 percent. 
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In his Traverse 2 he foiind 1.6 percent sand and more than 
90 percent silt at 0.1 miles from the bluff, and at 
greater distances no sand and a silt content of about 80 
to 90 percent. This is a great contrast to the soils of 
the paha where the sand content is generally high and the 
silt content averages about JO percent. The mechanical 
analyses of the soils on the paha i^ ould seem to lend pos­
sible credence to the contention of Scholtes and Smith 
(VO) that the parent material of the soils on the paha 
was deposited as sand, ejid sand sized aggregates of silt 
and clay. It should be noted that the data of Smith's 
(^ 7) showed that the loess contained appreciable amounts 
of sand only relatively close to the source. Beyond M-,5 
miles from the loess source he fo-und no sand in the loess. 
From this data one may interpret that the loess of the 
paha which contains large amounts of sand, averaging 
about 30 percent total sand, must have had its source 
close to the locale of the present paha. It should be 
noted that many of the soils derived from lowan glacial 
drift have a particle size distribution (35) similar to 
the soils of the paha. 
With the development of a textural profile certain 
physical changes accompany soil development. The volume 
weight of the C horizon indicates that the parent material 
had a medi\un high voliune veight vhen clepo«itGd. The 
general trend was an increase in volume weight from the 
surface to the parent material or C horizon.. Apparently 
the accumulation and incorporation of organic agentvS both 
living and dead and an increase in clay content, results 
in a better aggregation v;ith a decrease in volume weight 
but an increase in aeration and total porosity. These 
changes are greatest in the immediate sm^ face horizons and 
decrease with depth. However, profiles vrhich have poorly 
sorted loess as parent materials like profiles P~380) 
P-383) and P~385 have volume weights which are variable 
in much the same manner as the amount of clay varies. 
None of the soils on the paha have horizons as dense as 
the till samples from Marshall County in central lov/a. 
The density of both the loess and till samples from that 
locality are the highest of any soil layer sampled. 
The porosity data reveal a favorable porosity rela­
tionship in all the profiles from the paha. Assuming an 
aeration porosity of about ^  percent or more and per­
meability of about 2 inches per hour or more is favorable 
(19), then it seems likely that most of the soils on the 
paha are adapted to level terraces provided the rainfall 
pattern is similar. 
—X^X"* 
The soils developed under a forest or partial forest 
vegetation have a slightly lower aeration porosity than 
the soils developed under a prairie vegetation. This re­
lationship also holds true for the Tama versus the Fayette 
soil profiles where the Tama profile has more favorable 
porosity than the Fayette profile. The lower aeration 
porosity of the forest derived profiles is reflected in 
a larger volume of soil solids and a lower permeability. 
The permeability of the forest derived profiles is gener­
ally lower than that of the prairie derived profiles. 
The almost complete absence of mottlings in the soils 
of the paha indicate that they have good natural drainage 
and poor aeration on these soils is not likely to be a 
problem. Hunter (19) concluded that permeability of cer­
tain prairie derived soils studied was adequate to permit 
the use of level terraces for erosion control and water 
conservation. Although study of climatic data should be 
made before reaching any decisions regarding the soils of 
the paha, it seems safe to assume that they are at least 
as permeable as the soils Hunter studied. Therefore, it 
seems likely that practices such as contour listing, level 
terraces, and contouring as used in southwest Iowa could 
be safely used on soils of the paha. The permeability 
measurements do not show the rather uniform progression 
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and regression exhibited by the soils studied by Ulrich 
(66) and Hunter (18)» As the soils of the palia are young 
and poorly developed, their irregular permeabilities are 
not imexpected as it is commonly observed that crotovina 
are more prominent in minimal and medial than in advanced 
medial and maximal Brujiigra soils. 
The determinations of available phosphorous and potas­
sium reveal an irregular distribution of both throughout 
the entire profile depth of most of the soils on the paha. 
The lack of uniformity in particle size, aeration and 
total porosity, permeability, pH and available exchangeable 
bases seems to be a characteristic of these soils. Appar­
ently more variability is found in soils which are not well 
developed and/or have a parent material not homogeneous 
in composition. Tlie soils of the paha are certainly on 
the average not well developed and their parent material 
seems to be unpredictably hetejj^ eneous for loess. 
The available phosphorous and especially potassium 
determinations show a close correlation of the soils on 
the paha to the surrounding lowan glacial till derived 
soils and also the loess derived soils of northeast Iowa. 
The range of amounts of available phosphorous and potas­
sium of the soils on the paha are more similar to the 
lowan glacial till derived soils and the loess derived 
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soils of northeast Iowa than of the loess derived soils of 
south central and southeast Iov;a. This may be taken per­
haps as further indication that the source of the paha 
loess was the lowan drift plain in the locality of the 
paha. One profile P-38^  had a mch higher content of 
available potassium than is found in the surface of most 
glacial till derived soils in the Carrington-Clyde soil 
association area* The available potassium content of the 
surface layer of profile P-38^  was more than M-OO pounds 
per acre whereas the glacial till derived soils in this 
area average about 150 to 175 pounds per acre. This 
higher available potassium content than the average of 
the paha occurring soils and the somewhat stronger profile 
development indicate a higher amount of clay in the ori­
ginal parent material in that locality, or perhaps a 
different loess source than the average of the paha. Fur­
ther study is needed to explain the relationship of such 
a soil profile to the other more commonly occurring pro­
files on the paha. 
The comparison of the two profiles on the paha with 
the two profiles of established soil series reveal differ­
ences. Some of these differences may serve as a basis 
for excluding the soils of the paha from already estab­
lished series. However, the magnitude of chemical 
-l¥f-
differenCi^ >"i3etween the soils on the paha and their mor- / 
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phological analogues, the Tama and Fayette soils, Its'not 
great. The exchangeable hydrogen, calcium, magnesium, 
"base saturation and calcium magnesium ratio data for 
profile p-383 and the Tama soil, show only minor differ­
ences between the two soils. No conclusion could be 
reached from the data which would justify separating the 
soils on the basis of chemical differences. These dif­
ferences between the Fayette soil and the forest derived 
soil of the paha, profile P-382, are somewhat greater than 
in the case of the prairie derived soils. The data re­
veals that the Payette soil is higher in exchangeable 
hydrogen, somewhat lower in exchangeable calcium and 
magnesium, less saturated with bases and has somevrhat 
lower exchangeable calcium to magnesium ratios than its 
morphological analogue on the paha, profile P-382, These 
data would not justify separation of the Fayette soil 
from profile P-382 on the basis of exchangeable base 
differences alone. 
The forest derived soil on the paha has somewhat 
higher calcium to magnesium ratios than does the Fayette 
soil. The Tama soil profile and the prairie derived 
soil profile of the paha have very similar exchangeable 
calcium to magnesium ratios, and under the foregoing 
assumption vrould be considered about equally weathered 
chemically. The profile of the Tama series, hovrever, has 
a higher content of clay in the B horizon than does the 
soil profile of the paha. 
On the basis of the morphological, physical and chemi­
cal data obtained in this study it seems that new series 
should be used to designate the soils of the paha. Table 8 
shows the percent base satui'ation and percent clay content 
of the A and B horizons of several established soil series 
derived from loess and three soils of the paha derived 
from loess. 
From the base saturation and clay content data it 
seems likely that the medial Gray Br cm Podzol on the paha, 
P~382, is more similar to the Seaton soil than to the 
Fayette soil. Therefore, it is suggested that the medial 
Gray Brown Podzols on the paha be designated as the Seaton 
series on the basis of available data. The minimal Bruni-
gra on the paha, P-383, appears likely to be more similar 
to the Port Byron series than the Tama or Monona series. 
The Tama soil P~27 has a heavier textured profile than 
profile P-.383 of the paha. The Monona soil P-lM-? has a 
higher percent base saturation than the Bnmigra soil of 
the paha. Until additional data are available it is sug­
gested that the minimal Bnmigra soil of the paha be 
Table 8 
Percent Base Saturation and Percent Clay Content of the and B2 Horizons 
of Several Loess Derived Soils 
Base saturation Clay content 
(percent) (percent) 
•^ 1 B2 1^ % 
Soil horizon horizon horizon horizon 
Gray Brown Podzol, P-382 (paha) 89 79 11,9 27,9 
Brunigra, P-383 (paha) 72 87 21.0 21.9 
Lithosol, P-386 (paha) 100 100 19.3 17.2 
Monona (20) 96 86 27.8 30.»f 
Port Byron * * * » 
Tama, P-27 (W) 67 88 27.5 3^ .2 
Fayette, #16 (69) 
Seaton (69) 73 71 15.7 
31.0 
73 71 11.3 2^ .3 
Ida, P-63 (20) 100 100 1^ .8 12,7 
Chemical data for the Port Byron series is not available here, 
but -Qie profile description of the series by the United States Depart­
ment of Agriculture indicates the profile has a silt loam texture in 
the and B2 horizons and that the A^  ^is medium acid and the Bg horizon 
medium to strongly acido 
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classlfled with the Port Byron series. The data for the 
medial Brunigra soil on the paha, profile P-38^ » show that 
it is similar to the Tama soil P-27» Therefore, on the 
basis of present information it is suggested that the medial 
Brunigra soils of the paha be classified as the Tama 
series. Comparison of the Lithosol on the paha, profile 
P-386, with the Ida soil P~63 indicates that these two 
soils may be included in one series. The regional clima­
tic environment of the Ida soils, however, may be enough 
different from that of the paha region to Justify classi­
fication of the soils in the different series. Until fur­
ther information is available, it is suggested that the 
Lithosols of the paha should be classified with the Ida 
series. 
The principal soil differences between soils of the 
paha and adjacent soils of the lowan drift plain appear 
to result from differences in parent material and in some 
instances to differences in vegetation. The loess parent 
material of the soils of the paha, although heterogeneous 
for loess, is much more uniform than the parent material 
of the drift derived soils. Consequently major differ­
ences exist which are caused by differences in the nature 
of the parent materials. The paha were frequently for­
ested whereas the soils on the surrounding till plain 
-11+8-
usually developed under prairie vegetation. Where vegeta­
tion differences existed the difference is reflected in 
the soils. 
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BxmmY 
A field and laboratory study was made of the paha and 
the soils occurring on the paha in the lowan glacial drift 
region of northeast Iowa, 
Field studies indicated that paha were considerable 
in number and occurred in most counties within the Carring-
ton-Clyde soil association. The paha were found to consist 
of local accumulations of poorly sorted loess overlying 
pre-Iowan nuclei which usually consisted of Kansan till« 
A cross section and elevations of the palia in relation to 
the lowan drift plain revealed the height of the pre«Iowan 
nuclei to be somewhat higher than adjacent loess free 
prominences which were completely covered with lowan till. 
The morphology of soils on the surface of the pre-
Iowan nuclei now covered by paha loess, indicates the 
presence of soils and an environment responsible for these 
soils probably little different from that of today. The 
lack of any fresh till or glacial materials over the sur­
face of the pre-Iowan nuclei is taken as evidence that 
the lovran glacier never overrode the prominences which 
served as nuclei of the paha. Where the lowan glacier 
did override the prominence, it is believed to have 
-1^ 0. 
obliterated the vegetation and hence did not provide a 
lodgement for the loess. 
The morphology of the soils on the paha indicate that 
additional soil series should be recognized within the 
earrington-Clyde soil association area. The soils of the 
paha resemble soils of the Tama, Monona, Dox^ ns, Fayette 
and Ida series developed from well sorted loess, A soil 
survey of a paha revealed the influence locally of vege­
tation and topography on soil development. 
Physical studies of the soils on the paha showed them 
to differ in several respects from presently established 
series. In general, the results of mechanical analyses 
showed that they vere much more poorly sorted than soils 
developed in blanket loess such as Tama and Fayette, 
Volume weight studies showed an irregular but general 
trend toward increasing volume weight with profile depth. 
Aeration and tolfal porosity showed an irregular but gen­
eral decrease vrith profile depth whereas soils from 
blanket loess showed a uniform decrease in aeration and 
total porosity and increase in volume weight with depth. 
Permeability was very irregular throughout the profile 
but tended to be high in the surface horizons and to de­
crease with depth. 
-1^1" 
Results of some chemical deterialnations showed the 
soils of the paha to "be more similar chemically to soils 
of the lowan glacial drift than loess soils in the same 
region# Comparison of tvro soils of the paha with their 
morphological analogues revealed some differences in gx-
changeable hydrogen, calcium, magnesium and calcium to 
magnesium ratios. The field and laboratory data from the 
study show the need for new soil series for the soils of 
the paha. The two factors of soil formation which differ­
entiate the peJha soils from the surrounding soils are 
parent material and vegetation, the former being dominant. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The follov;ing conclusions were deduced from this studyt 
1. The paha are numerous and v/idely distributed over 
the area of the lowan glacial drift plain in northeast 
Iowa, with the bulk of the paha occurring in the southern 
portion of the area. 
2. Detailed field work should reveal a considerable 
number of additional paha as yet unmapped* 
3. The paha have originated because of the existence 
of pre-lowan prominences, usually of Kansan till, which 
the lowan glacier did not override. 
Loess accumulated to considerable depths over the 
pre~Iowan highs while the areas adjacent to the paha were 
covered with thin amounts of loess distributed in an 
irregular pattern. 
Buried soils on the Kansan nuclei of the paha, 
indicate development of soils comparable to some present 
soils exposed at the surface before deposition of the paha 
loess. The absence of fresh till or glacial fragments is 
taken as further evidence the lowan glacier did not over­
ride the soils on the existing prominences. 
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6, The soils occurring on the paha are affected 
locally in their characteristics by the relief and vege­
tation at any particular point. 
7. The parent material of the soils on the paha is 
poorly sorted loess, which may have been deposited by the 
wind as sand, and sand sized aggregates of silt and clay. 
8, The morphology of the soils on the paha indicate 
there are soils of the prairie, prairie-forest transition, 
gray brown podzol, and lithosol great soil groups repre­
sented in the paha. Further study may reveal soils present 
of other great soil groups. 
9. Considerable physical differences are evident be­
tween soils of the paha and soils developed from blanket 
loess. The soils of the paha exhibit the same general 
trends of increasing volume weight, decreasing aeration 
and total porosity, and decreasing permeability vith 
depth as do the soils from blanket loess. However, they 
exhibit these tendencies in an Irregular manner. 
10, Soils of the paha contain amounts of available 
phosphorous and potassium similar to the adjacent glacial 
soils, and lovrer than the loess soils south of the lowan 
glacial drift plain. 
11. The most important factor of soil formation on 
the paha is parent material, with vegetation secondary. 
12. Soils developed from loess parent material should 
be recognized on the lowan glacial drift. The soils of 
the paha appear to differ from those soils developed from 
loess that are currently established and mapped in the 
state. Therefore, new series or series established else­
where should be used to designate soils of the paha. 
13. More detailed study is necessary to furnish the 
scientific data necessary for correct evaluation of the 
soils on the palia and their proper classification. 
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APPENDIX 
Tama Silt Loam (1) P-27 
Location: sw i Sec. 28, t86n, Tama County, Iowa. 
Horizon Depth Profile description 
An - 1 0-6" The furrow slice, a mellow, very dark 
grayish brown (2; (lOYR 3/2 moist) (3) 
heavy silt loam with indistinct medium 
and fine crumb structure. (U-) The soil 
mass is permeated by pinholes, and 
occasional worm holes (1 mm in diameter). 
Plant roots abundant. 
^•1 - 2 6-12" Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2 moist) 
friable light sllty clay loam with well 
developed medium granular and fine crumb 
structure. Plant roots and pinholes are 
abundant, and worm holes (2-3 nun) bltb 
common. Horizon boundaries are diffuse. 
& Bn 12-18" Variegated dark brown (lOYR V3 moist) 
and very dark grayish brown (lOlTR 3/2 
moist) friable light sllty clay loam having 
fairly distinct medium granular and fine 
crumb structure. Individual aggregates 
are largely one color or the other, but 
crushed mass is very dark grayish brown. 
Plant roots are common and pinholes abun­
dant. Worm holes passing vertically 
through the horizon are common (20-60 sq» 
ft,). Horizon boundaries are diffuse. 
(1) Profile sampled and part of the analytical deter­
minations made under supervision of R. W. Simonson. 
(2) March 18, 19U-8, Soil Survey Color Names. 
(3) Munsell color value, 
(U-) Nomenclature for soil structure after Kikiforoff, 
(19^1). 
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Horizon Depth Profile description 
Bp - 1 18-27" Dark brown (102R V3 moist) sllty clay 
loam having occasional distinct nut-like 
aggregates (S-^- cm) and many indistinct 
fragments. Aggregates crush to fine 
granules if broken down carefully. Plant 
roots and worm holes are common, and 
pinholes abundant. Horizon boundaries 
are diffuse. 
Bp - 2 27-36" Dark yellowish brown (10301 moist) 
grading into yellowish brown (lOYR 5A 
moist) sllty clay loam that digs out in 
coarse irregular blocks which break 
readily to medium granular and blocky 
structure. The crushed color is yellowish 
brown. Plant roots are present but not 
common. Pinholes are common and worm 
holes less common than horizon above. 
Horizon boundaries are diffuse. 
Bo 36-V8" Yellowish brown (lOYR 5A moist) light 
sllty clay loam which crushes to light 
yellov/ish brown (lOyR 6A moist). Wtua-
erous mottles of reddish yellow (5YR 6/5 
moist) and small black iron concretions 
are present. Structure is indistinct in 
places but soil mass breaks down readily 
into medium bloclcy structure when removed. 
The faces of the blocks are commonly 
coated with dark yellowish brown. Plant 
roots and worm holes are scarce, but 
pinholes are common. Horizon boundaries 
are diffuse, 
C ^-8" • Very pale brown (lOYR 7/3 to 7A moist) 
sll^ loam with numerous reddish yellow 
mottles, and occasional small iron con­
cretions, Structure is similar to hori­
zon above but aggregates are larger. 
A few dark yellowish brown coatings are 
present on surface of aggregates. Plant 
roots and worm holes are scarce, but 
pinholes are common. Grades into cal­
careous loess between 60 and 100 inches. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
K 
5  
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
U 
15 
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Table 9 
Physical and Chomical Propertiesof Different He 
(Tama County, Iowa) 
50u 50-2U 2u 
P-27 per- per- per- Per- Per- P.P.M. 
cent cent cent cent cent C/^ total Ca 
Depth sand silt clay carbon nitrogen ratio phosphorus me/looj 
0-6 4*4 68.1 27.5 2.86 .249 11.5 535 11.3 
6-9 2.44 .210 11.6 596 13.3 
9-12 4.3 64*0 31.7 1.98 .178 11.1 13.1 
12-15 1.74 .156 11.15 470 13.4 
15-18 4*2 63.4 32.4 1.46 .132 11.05 12.6 
18-21 
6I.2 
1.12 .104 10.8 386 12.9 
21-24 4*8 34.0 .91 .088 10.35 
24-27 .71 • .072 9.9 465 15.0 
27-30 6.0 59.8 34.2 .59 .062 9.5 
30-33 .47 622 14.8 
33-36 7.9 60.3 31.8 
36-39 .34 .040 8.5 620 15.1 
39-42 7.9 64.2 27.9 .31 i3.a 
42-45 .29 699 
45-48 .25 
48-54 •18 .031 5.8 750 13.4 
(1) All results expressed on oven dry basis* 
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TaKLe 9 
Propertlea^^) of Different Horizons of Tama Silt Loam 
(Taioa County^ lom) 
Replaceable oations 
c/ia 
ratio 
total 
phosphorus 
Ca 
meAoOg 
Ito 
me/lOOg 
K 
me/LOOg 
H 
me/LOOg PH 
Percent 
Saturation 
11-5 585 11.3 4.1 .85 8.0 5.1 67 
11.6 596 13.3 4.6 .66 6.3 5.3 73 
11.1 13.1 4.8 .53 5.2 78 
11.15 4.70 13.4 4.4 .47 4.4> 5.5 81 
11.05 12.6 5.6 .46 4.2 82 
10.8 386 12.9 6.1 .47 4.1 5.4 83 
10.35 • 
9-9 465 15.0 6.5 .55 3.3 5.2 87 
9«5 
622 14*8 7.8 .56 3.1 5.3 88 
8.5 620 15.1 7.6 2.4 5.5 91 
13.8 7.2 .40 
699 1.8 5.8 
5.8 750 13.4 .28 1.0 5.8 
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Fayette Silt Loam (#l6) 
Location» HE i of NB i of NE i Sec, 11, T^.;p 83 N. Range 3E, 
Jackson County. Iowa, slope 6^, Field Nos. 223-2¥i-. 
Samples collected in tingrazed voodlot Octo'ber 3> 19^? 
by A. M. O'Neal, L, T. Alexander, and H. J. Mackenhirn, 
Field 
no« Inches Profile description 
Brownish black partially decomposed leaves 
and twigs. Not sampled* 
223 0-3i" Bro^mish black (when moist) silt loam of 
fine granular structure. Organic matter 
and worm casts abundant throughout the 
layer. Roots very abundant. 
22V 3i"-6^ Light brownish gray silt loam, very fine 
platy in place, breaks to flattened fine 
or very fine granules. Aggregates crush 
easily to a light yellowish brown. Roots 
abundant. V/orm holes and worm casts fairly 
abundant. 
225 Light yellowish brovm silt loam, distinctly 
fine platy in place. Breaks to flattened 
medium granules which crush easily to light 
yellowish brown. Aggregates are thinly 
coated with silica flour, are moderately 
vesicular. Roots common. Worm holes and 
worm casts fairly common. 
226 9i"~12^ Light yellowish brown silt loam of coarse 
granular structure. Aggregates are moder­
ately to highly vesicular, are lightly 
sprinkled with silica flour and crush 
easily to a moderate yellowish brown. Roots 
common, generally fibrous. Worm holes and 
casts fairly abundant, 
227 12f«l6 Moderate yello\triah brown silt loam of medium 
nut structure. Aggregates are irregular in 
shape, not compacted or resistant, and 
crush easily to moderate yellowish-brown. 
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Fleld 
no» Inches Profile degeription 
Aggregates are moderately vesicular, lightly 
sprinkled with silica flour and hrealc to 
mediitm granules. Roots coiranon. "Worra 
holes and casts common# 
223 16-19 Moderate yellowish brown silt loam of 
weakly developed medium nut structure. 
Aggregates slightly vesicular, lightly 
sprinkled with silica flour, and crush 
easily to moderate yellovrish brovm# The 
platy structure faintly evident in the 
layer above has entirely disappeared. 
Roots common. Worm holes and casts rela­
tively fevr, 
229 19-22 Moderate yelloiJish brown "heavy" silt loam 
of mediiim blocky structure. Aggregates are 
slightly vesicular, specked with dark brown, 
very lightly sprinkled v;ith silica and 
crush easily to a bright moderate yellowish 
brown. Roots fairly common. Worm holes few, 
230 22-26 Moderate yellowish brom silty clay loam of 
medium blocky structure. Aggregates are 
slightly vesicular, thinly sprinkled with 
silica flour, specked v;ith dark brown and 
crush with slight resistance to moderate 
yellowish brown. Roots common, Worra holes 
few, 
231 26-29^' Dark yellowish brown to moderate brown 
silty clay loam of medium blocky structure. 
Aggregates are slightly vesicular, are 
thinly coated with silica flour and crush 
with moderate resistance to moderate 
yellowish brown. Aggregates compactly 
arranged in place and a fm fibrous roots 
follow the crevices. Worm holes not evi­
dent. 
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Fleld 
no. Inches 
232 29i-33i 
233 33i-354 
asit 35i-38i 
23 5 38i->t2i-
236 
Profile descriT)tion 
Moderate "brown silty clay loam of mediTun 
to coarse "blocky structure. Aggregates 
slightly vesicular} well coated with 
silica flour, and crush with moderate re­
sistance to moderate yellowish brovm. 
Aggregates are compactly arranged in place# 
Roots fe\u No worm holes evident. 
Moderate to dark yellowish brown silty 
clay loam of medium blocky structure. 
Aggregates are slightly vesicular, well 
coated with silica and crush v/ith slight 
to moderate resistance to a moderate 
yellowish brown. Roots common. (ITotej 
This layer and the one below are believed 
to be the zone of minimum clay in the B 
horizon. R.J.M.) 
Dark yellowish brown "light" silty clay 
loam of coarse blocky structure. Aggregates 
very slightly vesicular, well coated with 
silica flour, crush vfith moderate resis­
tance to moderate yellowish brovm. Roots 
fairly abundant. 
Dark yellowish brovm silty clay loam. 
Coarse to very coarse blocky structure. 
The aggregates are compactly arranged in 
place, are specked with dark brown, 
moderately coated with silica and crush 
with moderate to strong resistance to 
moderate yellowish brown. Roots common. 
Dark yellowish brown "heavy" silty clay 
loam of coarse blocky stricture. Aggre­
gates are slightly vesicular, sprinkled 
with silica flour, and crush with moderate 
resistance to moderate yellowish brown. 
Roots fairly common and follow crevices 
between structural units. 
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Fleld 
no. Inches Profile description 
837 Moderate yellowish bro\-m silty clay loam 
of very coarse hlocky structure. Aggre­
gates are slightly vesicular, lightly 
sprinkled with silica, thinly coated with 
brownish coatings and crush with slight 
resistance to moderate yellowish brown. 
Roots fei-;, 
238 Moderate yellowish brown "light" silty 
clay loam of very coarse "blocky structure. 
Aggregates similar to above but more uni­
formly coated vrith brown. 
239 Moderate yellowish broi-m "heavy" silt loam 
of very coarse blocky structure. Aggre­
gates moderately vesicular and crush with 
slight difficulty to a moderate yellowish 
brown. Roots present in crevices in small 
numbers. 
2^ ^Q^-62^ Moderate yellovrish brown "heavy" silt loam 
similar to layer above. 
2^1 62i-68 Light to moderate yellowish hrown "heavy" 
silt loam. Similar to layer above except 
that aggregates are moderately vesicular. 
2^-2 68-7^- Light to moderate yellowish brown silt loam 
of very coarse, weakly developed, blocky 
structure. Roots present but few. 
2^•3 7^-80 Light yellowish hrown silt loam similar to 
above layer. Roots not evident. 
2HV 120-130 Light gray silt loam mottled with light 
yellowish brown. Calcareous. 
Depth of loess I83 inches. Depth to calcareous loess 
approximately 110 inches. 
Vegetation - chiefly oak. some hickory, poplar, elm, 
red cedar and wild cherry, with some shrubs and a little 
grass. 
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Table 10 
Physical and Chemical Properties'^^ of Different Horizt 
(Jaokaon County, lova) 
Survey 
no* 
z-1-2-8 
Depth 
inches 
Sand 
per­
cent 
Silt 
per­
cent 
Clay 
per­
cent 
Organic 
matter 
by Og 
percent 
5u 
percent H ( 
223 0-3*5 8*0 76*3 15.7 4.4 22*8 4.5 . 8 
224. 3.5-6*5 7*3 77.5 15.2 1*5 22.2 6*5 1 
225 6.5-9»5 7*4 77.2 15.4 0*9 22*8 
226 9.5-12*5 6*2 78*4 15.4 0.7 22*2 6*5 . 1 
227 12*5-16 , 6*0 76.8 17*2 0*5 .23*9 6.7 2 
228 16-19 6*0 73*9 20*1 0*4 26*4 
229 19-22 5.5 71.8 22*7 0.3 28*4 
230 22-26 5.7 68*3 26*0 0*2 ,31*6 , 7.6 6 
231 26-29.5 5*4 65*5 29.1 0*3 33*8 8*0 , 8 
232 29*5-33*5 6*3 64.9 28*8 0.3 33*1 7.9 8 
. 233 33*5-35*5 5.8 65*0 29.2 0.3 33.6 
234 35*5-38*5 6*8 63*9 29.3 0*3 33.6 6*7 10 
235 38*5-42*5 5*6 63.4 31*0 0*4 35.7 6*8 11 
236 42*5-46*5 5*7 63*3 31*0 0*2 35.7 
237 46.5-50*5 5*9 64.3 29.8 0*1 ,34.6 6*1 11 
238 50.5-54.5 6*4 65*5 28*1 0*2 33.3 
239 54.5-58*5 5*6 67.7 26*7 0*2 ,30*3 5*1 10 
240 58*5-62*5 • 5.3 68.0 26*7 0.1 31*0 . 4*8 10 
241 62*5—68 5.2 68*8 26*0 0*0 30*4 
242 68-74 3.6 71.5 24.9 0*0 29.5 
243 74-80 4.3 73.5 22.2 0,0 26*2 3*9 9 
244 120-130 4.1 79.8 16*1 ,0*0 20.1 0 9 
(1) All results expressed on oven dry basis* 
I 

) 
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Table 10 
.oal Properties of Different Horizons of Fayette Silt Loam 
(Jackson County, lova) 
M» E. ExobangealJLe 
urganxq 
matter 
l?y 
percent 
5u 
percent H Ga Mg 
Percent 
base 
sat. pH 
22.8 4.5 8.2 4*1 73.2 6.6 
1-5 22.2 6.5 1.9 1.8 36.3 5.0 
0.9 22.8 . 4.6 
0,7 22.2 6.5 . 1.5 1.3 30.1 4.7 
0.5 23.9 6.7 2.1 . 1.4 34.3 4.7 
0*4' 26.4 4.7 
0.3 28.4 4.7 
0.2 31.6 . 7.6 6.8 3.3 57.1 4.8 
0.3 33.8 8.0 8.3 3.8 60.2 4*9 
0.3 33.1 7.9 8.7 4.0 61.7 4.9 
0.3 - 33.6 5.0 
0.3 33.6 6.7 10.1 4.5 68.5 5.1 
0.4 ,35.7 6.8 11.3 . 5.1 70.7 5.1 
0.2 35.7 , • 5.1 
0.1 .34.6 6.1 11.6 5.4 73.6 5.1 
0.2 33.3 5.2 
0.2 ,30.3 5.1 10.5 5.1 75.4 5.2 
0.1 31.0 , 4.8 10.7 5.0 76.6 5.3 
0.0 30.4 5.4 
0.0 29.5 5.6 
0.0 .26.2 3.9 9.8 5.0 79.0 5.7 
,0.0 20.1 0 9.8 5.0 loo.o 7.9 
is* 
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